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P erhaps no 0therU.S. industry has been as discussed, analyzed, reported about- 
and criticized-as the automotive industry. Its history and trends have been 
documented by insiders involved in making cars, and outside observers with 
varying points of view. And almost everyone has an opinion about cars and enjoys 
discussing them. 

In spite of the plethora of press stories that appear daily in national and local 
publications, and major books and reports by notable academic and research 
organizations, surprisingly little has been written about the specific actions that car 
companies, both assemblers and suppliers, must now take to move quickly and 
successfully into future positions of leadership. Most discussions center on what's 
wrong with companies today. Automotive executives might well feel like a driver 
in eight lanes of fast traffic, loolung for the right road, and finding signs with 
contradictory directions located every half mile. 

About This Study 
In 199 1, Emst &Young, through its National Automotive Industry Services, and the 
University of Michigan, through its Office for the Study of Automlotive Transpor- 
tation, embarked on an effort to develop information on: 

What "the car company of the future" is expected to be-the characteristics 
and operating success factors for car companies a decade from today 

Actions car companies (both manufacturers and suppliers) in the U.S. are 
taking to achieve their future-state objectives 

Efforts car companies are making to be more competitive 

For this review, we define a car company as one that produces passenger cars and 
light &ucks/vans, or the materials, parts, and components used in such vehicles. 
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Accordingly, the automotive industry is defined as 1) vehicle manufacturers/ 
assemblers, and 2) independent and Big Three-allied suppliers. 

Our most important goal was to understand people and change requirements of 
A "car company" is one that suppliers and assemblers as they build for the future. Through our research and 

analysis, we have created a database of information about operating practices and 
produces passenger cars and light the future environment as seen by the industry. But we intend to provide more than 

truckslvans, or materials, parts, just analysis and review of the industry. Two other important objectives are: 

and components-an assembler or * Providing creative and practical insights on the path forward 

supplier. * Supporting U.S. manufacturers and suppliers in their quest for improved 
operating practices that yield more competitive products 

During this research project, we have drawn our conclusions-presented in this 
report-through analysis of information gathered from a survey of industry partici- 
pants, and individual senior executive interviews. Roundtables of automotive 
managers also contributed their thoughts on current and future concerns and 
potential solutions. It is these sources, and our knowledge and experience gathered 
through years of working with car companies. that form the basis for our prescriptive 
recommendations to the industry. This final report presents additional analyses of 
both qualitative and quantitative findings. 

Prescription for Progress 
What do U.S. car companies need to do to become tomorrow's leaders? What are 
the operating success factor priorities for car companies? What changes are essential 
to become more competitive by the year 2000? Our research and analysis lead to four 
important "options for action" for car companies as they head toward improved 
competitiveness and industry leadership. Anew chapter has been added detailing the 
fourth and most important option for action: Business Process Innovation. 

The First Esseiztial Is Focus 
Our research shows that most car companies need more focus regarding virtually 
every aspect of the future-success factors, change actions, and barriers to over- 
come. Respondents to our survey are continually unable to differentiate what is most 
important-what actions and goals are most valuable when making changes. For 
example, of the eleven future success factors in our survey, respondents rate nine 
virtually equally, as "quite important." Only product quality is singled out as 
extremely important. It appears that car companies are attempting to achieve too 
many things at once without differentiating between what they can do. and what they 
shozild do or must do. 

Likewise, our analysis shows thatfocus on change efforts is sftenscatteved andlacks 
coherent strategic imperatives. The majority of change practices on the survey 
is rated as neither extensive nor highly limited focus. Because change takes time, 
the ebb and flow of various popular or quick fixes to problems won't work. The 

number of manageable process changes must be few, simple, and sustai~zed. People 
need to be able to grasp and understand senior management's vision of the road 
ahead. The most important priorities must be clear, manageable-and leaders must 
be determined. 
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People need to be able to grasp 
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Of all the facilitators that help create an environment for continuous, rapid change, 
"clear vision of change by top management" is at the top of the list-by quite a 
margin-for both assemblers and suppliers. Recognition that c:hange will be 
uncomfortable, awkward, and sometimes even painf~~l  to those involved, at every 
level of the organization, is important. Management must have the urgency to start 
and persistence to stay the course. 

The Second Essential Is Accekerabd Pace of dnaglementatiora 
Serious attention is needed to improve the speed at which both suppliers and 
manufacturers implement change efforts. All aseas need improvement in pace, 
however advanced cost management practices and supplierlmanufacturer relations 
are particularly important at this time. In our discussions, executives repeatedly 
referred to these key issues as critical. 

Whether addressing the areaof manufacturing, humanresources, costmanagement, 
or supplier/manufacturer relationships, survey responses on the pace of change of 
improvement efforts are tightly clustered around "neither rapidly nor slowly ," with 
little differentiation among the specific change actions. Some change efforts are 
being implemented relatively rapidly, notably statistical process control and con- 
tinuous quality improvement. However, it is important to note that over 70percent 
of the change practices in the survey are rated at a moderate to slow pace of 
implementation by over half the respondents. 

This is a plodding pace of change, perhaps even an uncompetitive pace of change. 
And it will not allow U.S. car companies to achieve industry leadership by the year 
2000, if ever. 

The Third Essential Is Linkage Between Actions and Objectives, Focus and 
Barriers 
Car companies need to establish priorities with clearly linked, supporting actions. 
And the evidence suggests a lack of logical relationships between (and among) 
various objectives, actions, and barriers. Change actions must be linked to future 
objectives to overcome entrenched, progress-killing barriers. Leadership must 
define direction, lay out priorities, and then ensure that there are clearly outlined 
actions which relate to the objectives. 

One of the most critical missing linkages is the lack of new rebvard structures, e.g., 
promotion, recognition, and increased compensation, to complem~:nt new working 
stsuctures. It is not prudent to expect people to embrace and sustain commitment to 
team structures and more fluid job boundaries when changing reward and recogni- 
tion systems are given substantially lower focus. Status quo departmental and 
functional priorities are likely to prevail at every level if changed rewards and 
recognition systems do not reinforce new practices. 

Also, linkage between focus of improvement and barriersneeds attention. The good 
news is that companies which indicate solid focus on various employee-related 
improvement efforts, such as more communications across levels and departments, 
encounter fewer barriers. However, the ten most frequently encountered barriers to 
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change-including business as usual, short time horizon for change, and insufficient 
resources-show little linkage to any improvement efforts. This implies that further 
action must be taken to overcome these major barriers. 

One of our most important prescriptions relates to issues beyond improvement of 
existing change efforts. There is no doubt it is important for car companies to work 
consistently and diligently to focus their efforts, and improve implementation pace 
and effectiveness of current practices. But even if current efforts are more focused 
and implemented Pdster, it is possible that companies will not attain the character- 
istics of the successful car company of the future. And they may never become 
industry leaders. 

Key aspects for future success on which our study respondents agree include: 

* Companies will be managed more on a process basis than a purely results- 
oriented basis, i.e.: companies will focus more on how they do things (the 
processes that drive results) rather than react to immediate and short-term 
financial results 

New reward structures and career paths will supportjobs that have more fluid 
task boundaries and require more knowledge on the part of workers 

Relationships between suppliers and manufacturers must be based on long- 
term, joint problem solving and mutual reliance 

There is consensus that to be competitive in the year 2000, car companies must 
improve performance in: 

Customer responsiveness throughdeveloping the capability to adjust quickly 
to changing demand and product preference 

Product and process design and engineering 

* Product differentiation beyond the "must have" of excellent quality 

* Advanced manufacturing techniques and total cost competitiveness 

This consensus view of the "car company of the future" implies a horizontally- 
oriented approach to business operations. Focus is on processes that must be 
accomplished to produce competitive products, rather than vertical &rzctions or 
departments which exist today. (For car companies, external suppliers must be an 
integral part of the horizontal approach to improve process capabilities.) And the 
organization and reward structures must support and reinforce the process approach 
inorder for it to succeed. The future car company also views competitors on aprocess 
basis as well, recognizing that outstanding process capability results in outstanding 
products. In shorl, our findings show: 

* Companies recognize that improving of current quality, time, and cost 
factors is important 
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Process reengineering means 

redesigning the fundamental 

business operating process in 

manufacturing! product 

development and other areas 

of operation to conform to a 

vision of the future. 

* Change to a process orientation is necessary in order for an organization to 
be responsive to the marketplace 

The Fourth, and Most Important, Essential Is a Jump from Coiztinuous 
Improvemeizt of Cuweizt Operating Characteristics to Process Innovation: 
Reengineeiirzg Business Processes for Quantum Improvement 
Process reengineering means designing the fundamental busineslj operating pro- 
cesses in manufacturing, product development, and other task areas to conform to 
a vision of the future. 1 is really process innovation. Beyond just g~etting better and 
better at the way we operate today, it means establishing new methods and standards 
that are based on future requirements and conditions. (Chapter 5 provides a 
framework and recommendations for achieving quantum improvement.) 

And it must be done now. Anything short of a quantum leap to get ahead of the 
competition will not be enough. Simply adjusting and altering the same game plan, 
and-in many instances with car companies in our survey-adjusting all the pieces 
about the same amount all at once, won't work. The war for market share and 
industry leadership in critical areas won't be won by continuously harassing the 
flanlis of the competition. Companies must determine the critical battles, and attack 
with the sustained will to win. 

No matter how effective (focused, fast, and linked) implementation of current 
programs becomes in car companies today, it will probably not be enough to gain 
industry leadership. Many industry analysts have discussed the need for more 
effective implementation. And we also believe more effective implementation is 
important. But it will not provide the total or the most profound iroute to U.S, car 
companies' competitiveness in the 21st Century. 

Continuous improvement provides afoundation for implementing process capabili- 
ties that make quantum improvements in a company's operations. It creates the basis 
for understanding the fundamental processes that must be improved and develops 
management slulls in incremental improvement. But it will not ensure creation of 
a future. hghly competitive, horizontally oriented company focused on customer 

No matter how eHective (focused, satisfaction. Without a big jump in performance-true business process innova- 
tion--car companies in the year 2000 will be an improved version of today, but not 

fast, and linked) implementation of aredesigned structure built for tomorrow. And competitors will still be out in front. 

current programs becomes in car Management must commit to quantum change in the few, strategic areas it believes 
to be of highest priority, and charge ahead at full strength. The first step involves the 

companies it not be structured and concerted process of visioning: identifjing and characterizing a 

enoue to gain industry leadernhip, future state based on cusiomer requirements. Customerrequirements must be stated 
so response to them can be tracked and measured against the ultimate achievement 
targets. 

Then the key processes that contribute to achieving the vision must be defined, 
characferized, and analyzed so linkage between aclions and ena' goals is clear to 
those who WZLLSC implement supporting programs. Technology enablers must be 
identified to leverage new developments in systems and automation. And finally, 
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organization and cultural design must be aligned to ensure that human resources 
are properly leveraged. People must receive reward and recognition that is closely 
tied to the actions and decisions they are being asked to implement. 

The car company of the future becomes a new entity, anew type of operation, driven 
by customer requirements and built on the reengineered foundation of its basic 
manufacturing, engineering. and marketing processes to become the realization of 
its future vision. Technology is used to leverage and integrate people systems with 
the overall objectives, Its measurement for success is, of course, the marketplace. It's 
time to begin the innovation process, commit to change, and leap forward into the 
year 2000. 

Summary of Findings 

A Shared View of Challenges 
The shared view of the future competitive environment, expressed by the respon- 
dents (LO our survey and participants in our discussions, suggests that the future is 
understoodand anticipated at its most fundamental levels. As automotive executives 
view the yeas 2000, they see expanding global markets, with production potential 

The car company of the future 
(and threat) in new regions such as Mexico, and tremendous demandinEurope, both 

becomes a new type of operation, West andEast. North America will become an even more competitive arena, andBig 
Three share of domestic production and sales is generally expectedto decline. Model 

driven by customer requirements lives are expected to shorten and plants must adjust to lower volumes and niche 
markets. 

and built on the reengineered 

foundation of its business There is shased uncertainty about the potential for the "green car" as evidenced by 
a lack of clear agreement about the likelihood of plants for "freshening" of older cars, 

processes to become the or plants dedicated to disassembly for recycling. European companies-Mercedes- 
Benz and BMW specifically-are moving ahead in this area, providing opportuni- 

realization of its future vision. ties for suppliers who recognize the potential, and develop methods and process 
capabilities ahead of the assemblers. 

Suppliers face perhaps the most significant changes over the next decade. Consoli- 
dation among suppliers is likely to continue. The supplier community recently has 
been under pressure from the Big Three manufacturers through rationalization and 
price reduction, and its impact has unfortunate consequences for the immediate (and 
possibly long-range) development of a "partnership" infrastructure. Outsourcing 
has been to some extent limited by the 1990 UAW contract, and as assemblers 
attempt to protect the productivity of their own work force, there will be further 
pressure on suppliers. 

Suppliers should see some promise in the development of strong engineering skills 
and resources. One consistent area of emphasis is the use of outside engineering 
resources by the Big Three. With a projected shortage of skilled engineers in the 
Detroit area and the country in general, suppliers, as independent sources for 
strength in design and development, could take advantage of this as the basis 
for building better long-term, mutually advantageous relationships with their 
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customers. Also encouraging, supplier selection at the Big Three is expected to 
expand beyond price and reflect additional criteria. 

The respondents' rating of okerall competitiveness of some of the world's major 
producers show that GM is expected to make the greatest relative improvement. Not 
sqrisingly, Toyota and Honda are believed to retain the top positions for overall 
competitiveness. Ford is also expected to improve, but its expected slower rate 
allows GM to equal it by the year 2000. The market position of Chrysler is not 
expected to change, but recent moves by Chrysler-including the introduction of 
"advanced design" very popular models and development of its platform product 
developn~ent process-may allow it to exceed expectations. 

Gar Company ofthe Future Characteristics 
Respondents generally agree on the major attributes of the car company of the 
future, which we have defined to include automotive manufacturers and suppliers. 
A consensus about the operating characteristics of f ~ ~ t ~ ~ r e  car comp;mies appears to 
exist. However, strong conviction on particular key factors was rzoit reflected in the 
survey responses. 

A focus 011 process capabilities and improved process management will character- 
ize the future car company, and competitors will be identified by process and 
material capabilities as well as by their products. Survey respondents agree that the 
car company in 2000 will have a difficult time attracting and retaining top talent. 
There will be even greater emphasis on fluid task boundaries injobs as well as greater 
reliance on knowledge-basedjobs. Companies also expect to require changes in the 
reward stuctures and career paths that support these advanced job structures. 

While most respondents agree that car companies in the future will have to adjust 
to more frequent model changes and shorter model lives, there is uncertainty about 
how supplier facilities will be configured relative to assembler plants, About half 
expect centralized, high-volume facilities, and about half envision contiguous, low - 
volume plants. 

Despite recent difficulties in therelationships between manufacturers and suppliers, 
respondents agree that building lasting, longer-term relationships between suppliers 
and assemblers is very important to the future success of the industry. Greater 
integration is expected by most people, and price and transaction issues are not 
expected to remain the only important considerations. 

There is strong shared opinion that product quality is the most iinportant critical 
success factor-mandatory to succeed, but not a dzferentiating factor. Beyond the 
absolute must of quality, many factors are rated about equally important, ranging 
from lotal production cost to product technology to time from concept to customer. 
This lack of differentiation makes directing efforts difficult; companies certainly 
can't do everything at once, all the time. The one factor given lower priority was 
commercialization of R&D, where U.S. companies are generally believed to move 
slowly. In the past. U.S. companies were technology leaders. 
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Everyone seems to be 

In short, the future state is generally agreed upon, as are the actions needed to cany 
the industry forward. But survey respondents do not differentiate among the many 
future characteristics, and the shared future vision does not show elements of strong 
conviction. Companies need to establish clear priorities and focus on the most 
critical key success factors for the future. 

Pace and Focus of Change-and Barriers 
Domestic car companies, both assemblers and suppliers, are being overtaken by 
those who travel the road faster-and often better. Knowledge and actions on how 
to achieve new modes of operating are neither clearly defined nor quickly being 
adopted by car companies. Analysis in this area showed three major problems: 

Focus on many change actions all at once, without clear priorities or 
differentiation between what is more important and what is less important 

Lack of linkage between the ltey factors essential to success (the ends) and 
the actions being taken to achieve them (the means) 

a Slow pace of change 

implementing all the popular and Respondents appear to lack strong focus in their improvement efforts. Our survey 
included 38 change actions. Respondents rated the pace of implementation of these 

generally accepted change actions in the areas of manufacturing, human resources, comrnunication/structure, 
sourcing, and cost. There are no clear 66improvement effort" consensus leaders. 

the same a Perhaps because there are so many important improvements to accomplish, it may 

moderate pace. be difficult for companies to distinguish and prioritize among the valuable and not- 
so-valuable. 

The responses for each category are tightly clustered around the "neither slow nor 
fast" choice. Everyone seems to be implementing all the popular and generally 
accepted change actions-at the same time and at a moderate pace, 

Even though the average implementation pace is moderate to slow, some actions 
show more rapid adoption. Statistical process control and continuous improvement 
techniques are being implemented more quickly, but those related to human factors 
and supplier relations are not moving as quickly. Team structures and increased 
levels of communication and employee involvement are being adopted fairly 
rapidly, but the supporting reward and recognition systems are not. 

Supplier/manufacturer relationship improvement actions-such as partnership 
relationships, selection criteria beyond price, and more functions involved in 
supplier selection are moving slowly. Because these (andotherissues) are important 
to the development of a solid auto industry infrastructure, they have far-reaching 
implications for the industry's overall competitiveness. 

Connectivity, the linking of actions to desired results, is a critical aspect of making 
improvement. The stated targets and policies must all be consistent with action 
programs to ensure appropriate behaviors. But objectives and programs frequently 
do not show this necessary cosrespondence. 
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For example, the critical success factor of "different reward and recognition 
systems," which is essential to reinforce changed behavior, is not linked to 
implementation of team structures, increased training, self-directed work force, or 
increased empowerment of the program manager. It's not surprising that people 
often feel that top managernerr.t does not "talk like it wallcs" on change and 
improvement 

Across 80 success factors that relate to manufacturerlsupplier rela~tionships, link- 
ages are weak and effects scattered. Future success factors, such as effective 
integration between assemblers and suppliers and plant flexibility in operations, 
show virtually no linkage with many change actions targeted to relations and 
transactions between OEMs and suppliers. 

Respondents rated 26 barriers on the survey from "very often" lo "seldom9' 
encountered. The two most frequently encountered barriers are business as usual 
(status quo) and short time horizon for change. This creates a paradox for 
management: it tales time for real change to occur (experts say ten years is typical 
for large companies), and yet if things do not change quicldy, efforts are likely to be 
forsaken or objectives changed. These dual, serious barriers make focusedimprove- 
ment extremely challenging. 

There is tight clustering of responses around "sometimes encountered" on most 
barriers. This might indicate that respondents experience many baniers frequently 
and they are all about equally serious. But it more likely indicates that respondents 
have some difficulty (again) differentiating among the bmiers that are most 
challenging and damaging-and those that have less impact on actual achievement 
of improvement. 

There is also limited linkage between focus of improvement and barriers that must 
be overcome. For example, our analysis showed that "business as usual" 
is seen as the largest barrier to progress, and it is not impacted by any of the most 
popular improvement efforts, such as increased communication and use of teams. 
Unless companies are willing to change the motivators (i.e.. rewards) for new 
behaviors, the status quo will be virtually impossible to overcome. 

There is some good news on the current emphasis on involving people and a greater 
amount of interaction among groups. For companies indicating a focus on em- 
ployee-related improvement efforts, our linkage analysis shows the frequency of 
barriers encountered is lower. 





Introduction 
Car company executives certainly expect that today, as in the past, forecasting the 
future environment will be a challenge. However, with apractically endless number 
of commentators providing predictions and opinions on the future possibilities of 
this closely watched industry, there is little doubt that every conceivable develop- 
ment will be discussed at some level. 

Many characteristics of the market 
Our Car Company of the Future study of assemblers and suppliers covers various 

and competitive environment for aspects of the future operating environment. As seen by respondents, many 
characteristics of the market and competitive environment for car companies over 

car companies over the next the next decade, and into the year 2000, are trends already large1:y under way. 

decade, and illto the year 2080, This chapter focuses on how the industry sees its environment unfolding over the 

are trends already largely next ten years in two primary areas: I )   he worldwide dynamics of sales, production, 
and trade: and 2) supplier selection and company c-haracteristics. 

underway. In addition we questioned companies on their own competitiv~ness-allowing 
them to self-rate their performance. There is strong general agreement among both 
assemblers and suppliers on these broad issues. Responses to our research show few 
differences exist in expectations whether the respoildents are segmented by product 
type, business sector of the auto industry, or planslexpectations for growth. 
Likewise, there arc only scaftered differences in responses at various organizational 
levels. 

U.S. Sabs and Production 
There is a general expectation that the volume of light-duty unit sales in the U.S. by 
the year 2000 will increase from 1990 levels, but the degree of the increase is 
uncertain. In spite of strong industry opinion that domestic sales will lag into the mid 
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'90s, our survey shows healthy optimism that unit sales will rebound to the 16 
million unit level by 2000 (see Chart 1-1). Almost half of the respondents beiieve 
sales will be in the 14 to 16 million unit range, and another 40 percent expect sales 
to be above 16 million; as they were in 1986. Suppliers see somewhat lower levels 
than do the Big Three at 15.6 and 16.2 million units, respectively. There remains 
however, a lingering concern about overcapacity in the industry, a feeling that was 
reinforced in our interviews and roundtable discussions. 

Chart 1-1: Anticigated Uiait Sales in Ti.§. bji 2000 

A lingering concern about 

overcapacity in the industry was 

particularly apparent in our 

interviews and roundtable 

discussions. <I4  14-11 5.9 '1 6-1 7.9 18-1 9.9 2 0 

(Millions of Units) 

Respondents nearly unanimously expect that Big Three share of domestic produc- 
tion and sales will continue to fall somewhat through the 1990s. About 75 percent 
expect Big Three share will decrease by 2000. Again, suppliers are slightly more 
pessimistic than h e  Big Three on this issue. 

Increasing Automotive Trade Worldwide 
Worldwide trends in vehicle manufacturing are following the political andlor 
economic developments in Mexico. Europe, and the Pacific Rim. The sharpest 
regional increase in production is expected in Mexico, where a freer investment 
environment and strongerpolitical and free-traderelations with the United States are 
dnving assembly and light manufacturing activity into its low labor-cost northern 
regions. 

Foreign markets are expected to expand over the next ten years, particularly in 
Europe, with 84 percent of respondents indicating Eastern Europe and former 
U.S.S.R. states will experience strong growth in share of worldwide production and 
sales. Chart 1-2 also shows two-thirds of respondents expect the Pacific Rim to see 
increases, excluding Japan, where production and sales are expected to stay about 
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Chart 1-2: Responses Expectirag Increase in Region's Share oj'Wo1~1dwide Sales 

Eastern Europe1U.S.S.R. 84% 

Mexico 66% 

Other Pacific Rim 66% 

Western Europe 

japan 

Central/South America 

United States 

Canada 

All Other 
I I I-1 

(Percent of Responses) 1 00% 

Foreign markets are expeded to 
I I 

expand over the next ten years, the same. In the U.S. and Canada, share of both production and sales are expected 

padicularly in Europe. to decrease, or, at best, stay the same through the 1990s. 

Supplier Company Characteristics and Trends 
1"ne supplier coimunity is perhaps the most likely to look and operate differently 
in 2000: 

Nearly 84 percent of respondents expect the number of independent suppli- 
ers to decrease. 

* About 80 percent expect the size of the typical supplier company to increase. 

Almost half (48 percent) expect to decrease the number of suppliers 
they themselves use. 

Respondents are less clear about levels of insourcing versus outsourcing; most are 
undecided. 'The suppliers see themselves decreasing their own levels of vertical 
integration, and outsourcing more. There is indication that suppliers' purchases 
from imports will increase, perhaps driven by pressure on suppliers to "follow their 
customers99 to other markets. 

Only relatively few respondents (14 percent) expect that a lower percentage of their 
business will be accounted for by automorive product sales. Suppliers are therefore 
looking to opportunities outside of North America to continue their growth, with 
nearly 40 percent of domestic suppliers expecting to decrease their percent of auto 
sales in the U.S. 
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NAMs are New American 

Manufacturers, or "transplants." 

Chart 1-3: U.S. Suppliers' Changirzg Competitive Threat 
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1990 2000 
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Competitive Threat to U.S. Suppliers 
Of the United States' sixmajorcompetitorregions, four-Mexico, WesternEurope, 
Eastern Europe and former U.S.S.R. states, and Central/South America,-become 
increasingly competitive threats between now and 2000. Chart 1-3 shows that, 
while the seriousness of Japan's threat is perceived to decline on a relative basis, it 
remains moderate-to-extreme, and Mexico moves sharply into the moderate range. 
Canada remains virtually unchanged. Over 50 percent of respondents expect U.S. 
suppliers' share of worldwide production to fall, while JapanSs increases. 

I 

Supplier Selection Criteiia: Differences Between Big Three and New American 
Manufacturers (NAMs) 
Chart 1-4 shows Big Three and NAM supplier selection criteria differing now, but 
over the next ten years the criteria of engineering competence, manufacturing 
competence, and quality-which are somewhat more important to NAMs now- 
will converge in importance to the types of manufacturers. In fact, these selection 
criteria are projected by respondents to be slightly more important to the Big Three 
by 2000. 

Delivery performance and long-term price criteria will change the least, remaining 
generally equally important to both. Short-term price, which is considered 
by respondents to be much more important to the Big Three today, will remain more 
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Chart 1-4: Supplier Selection Criteria-Changes by the Year 2000 
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important to the Rig Three than to the NkMs, but with a decreasing emphasis by 
2000. Long-term relationships and supplier nationality are expected to remain 
somewhat more important to the NAILls. 

Product Charaeteris~cs 
Characteristics important in vehicle differentiation ranged from price to fuel 
economy to image to quality of service. Roth assembler and supplier respondents 
expect quality of service, reliability, and design and styling to be the 
most important differentiating factors in 2000. Several other factors including price, 
durability, performance, safety and vehicle-customer "fit" are also rated high. For 
our respondents, the lowest rated factors are optional features and time to deliver 
vehicle. 

Brand Positioning 
Respondents were asked to rank the Big Three and several major Japanese and 
European automakers' competitiveness on criteria of quality, people, and overall 
competitiveness, for today m d  in the yeas 2000. The industry opinions about who 
leads, who lags, and who will improve over the 1990s are not too surprising. Chart 
1-5 is a ranking of each listed producer's overall competif.iveness today and change 
by 2000. 

Both OEMs' and suppliers9 ratings reflect an expectation that GrM will make the 
largest improvement in overall relative competitiveness, significantly enhancing its 
position between now and 2000. The assenlblers tend to rate Honda's quality and 
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Chart 1-5: Relative Overall Competitiveness Ratings 
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product development higher than do suppliers, and the same is true with regard to 
Ford's innovation strengths. It also is clear that suppliers and assemblers expect 
Toyota and Honda, ranked first and second respectively. to maintain their positions. 
Both are rated very competitive across the board. Chrysler was lowest across 
categories, and like Mercedes-Benz, its overall relative competitiveness is expected 
to stay about the same or slightly decrease by 2000. To be sure, these ratings are 
somewhat time bound. Chrysler would probably receive noticeably better ratings 
now- in the summer of 1992- than it did in the spring of 1991, in view of the 
market's acceptance of the Grand Cherokee and the industry's pre-introduction 
enthusiasm for its new LH-platform cars. 

Self-Rated Competitiveness 

When surveying the industry overall, automotive companies see themselves as 
moderately competitive, although with some sense of urgency to improve. Survey 
respondents were asked to rate their company's competitiveness on 37 issues in 
1990. (See Chart 1-6) These were groupedinto four global dimensions or categories: 

Management performance issues 

Engineering performance issues 

* Manufacturing performance issues 

Marketing performance issues 

For the same 37 items, respondents rated the importance of improvement for their 
company by the year 2000; this topic will be discussed in Chapter Three. 
Our analysis used a mean of the ratings along a 5-point scale ranging from I 
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(extremely competitive) to 5 (not competitive). Additionally, coinparisons were 
made throughout the analysis between the responses of suppliers aind manufactur- 
ers: and between responses of top level executives (V.P. or above) and lower levels 
of management. 

There was aconvergence ofmean ratings with scores clustering around"moderate1y 
competitive " Among the four dimensions, relative competitivene!,~ rankings were 
strongest in marleting issues (2.63), followed by management issues (2.83), 
manufacturing issues (2.851, and engineering (2.97) (where I =extremely competi- 
tive). It might be expected that items rated lower in competitiveness would be 
viewed as important to improve upon; however, this was not a consistent pattern in 
the data, This may reflect the strategic dilemma of whether it is wiser for a company 
to play to its strengths or to remedy its weaknesses. Specific findings within the four 
performance dimensions are described below. The dimensions were rated fairly 
closely, and are listed in order of decreasing competitiveness. 

MarkeHng Performance Issues 
Of the four dimensions studied, the rankings on marlteling performance appeared 
most positive, with a composite score halfway between 'hoderafely'" and "quite" 
competitive (2.43). This rating was based upon three survey iterns: relationships 
with customers, rnan~lfacturers or dealers, custorlzer excitement with product and 
services, and resporzsiveness lo customer preferences. Relationships with custom- 
ers, manufacturers or dealers was the issue on which respondents viewed their firm 
as most competitive. For all three issues comprising marketiiig performance, 
supplier ratings were slightly higher than manufacturers, while for two of the three 
items top management gave higher assessments. 

Key OEM executives revealed in personal interviews that, in their view, they are 
near competitive parity with each other, but lag behind the Japanese in terms of 
market responsiveness. 

Marnagement Performance Issues 
The management performance category included 12 issues such as managerial 
productivity, effective use o~huinan resources, total delivered unit cost, and supplier 
development and support. Just as with the marketiiig dimension, specific aspects of 
management performance did not elicit widely varying competitiveness ratings: the 
range from highest to lowest was 0.4. Those items within this dimension that were 
rated as relatively more competitive (between 'hoderately" and "quite") were 
leadership, management oj'finctional areas, deployment of technical resources, 
and deployment ofcapital resources. Ratings of their own company's competitive- 
ness on the other eight items comprising management performance were all 
"moderately" competitive. 

Comparing the responses to these competitiveness ratings reveals differences 
arose between suppliers and manufacturers. Suppliers reported higher levels of 
competitiveness. This was true for issues such as management of entire system, 
effective use olhumarz resources, deplojwaent of technical resotrrces, managerial 
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Chart 1-6 Performance Dimensions P 
Management Performance Issues 
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producfivity? and managerial labor cost. While other industry in.formation sup- 
ports these data, dso  implying that suppliers are more cornpelitive in certain 
practices, it is not clear that suppliers are more effectively managed overall .than 
the manufacturers. 

When top level managernent (V.P. or above) disagreed with other executives they 
rated their companies more competitively. Looking at management performance, 
this split occwned on .three attributes: nzarzagenzerzt leadership, inanagernent of 
entire systems, and rncliaagerial productivity. This is perhaps a predictable gap 
because these three items are the broadest in scope, and most directly the responsi- 
bility of top management. They are (in effect) rating their own performance. 

Manufacturing Perforaraance Issues 
Respondent competitivei~ess ratings of their companies were just as tightly clus- 
tered for manufacturing issues as they were on other performance dimensions. Most 
items received ailerage scores of "moderateiy" competitive. The rnost competitive 
rdcing among these 13 issues was production labor productivity, and the least 
competitive was maintenance manage~neizf; however, these differences were slight, 
Again, looking at differences on seven productivity m d  quality-related attributes, 
suppliers were significantly more generous in rating their own competitiveness. 
Likewise, top managers gave higher ratings than their "lower counterpau-ts" on two 
broad measures of manufact~~ring performance: mam$acturing w i t  COS~, and time 
to 511 orders. 

Engineering Performance Issues 
As with other areas, specific items among the nine items within engineering 
performance were also rated .'moderately competitive" or close to it: the spread of 
scores was 0.7. The important issue of product design engzrzeerzng fell between 
moderately and quite competitive. Time compression ofengineeri,fzg tasks to permit 
time for experirlzelztntion was viewed by most respondents as being less than 
modesatelq competitive in their companies. These findings are cause for concern. 
given the importance of these factors in the industry 

Once again ratings by suppliers were higher than hose of OEMs for dl but a single 
item in t h ~ s  group: the custonzer requirements planning process. Apparently 
suppliers view their relationship with heir customer, the assembler, as both 
challenging and demanding. and on this issue rate themselves somewhat less 
competitive. Furthemore. there was a fairly wide gap between the Big Three and 
suppliers on product development cy cle time. Suppliers see themselves as relatively 
more competit~ve m this area. They may feel they have the capability to reduce cycle 
times if and %hen. asked to do so. Interestingly, cycle times are set by OEMs, so 
suppliers will not really be put to the test unless OEMs are willing to bring them into 
the development process earlier. Senior management differed from lower manage- 
ment, attributing higher degrees of competitiveness to product developmerat cycle 
time and to time compression of engineering tasks to pennil' time for experimenta- 
tion. The reasons underlying these gaps are unclear. 
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While some success stories do exist in the industry, personal interviews with 
executives revealed frustration that improved product development processes have 
not been ingrained as true systems. Companies still lack the needed discipline, focus 
and culture to achieve consistent improvements. Suppliers brought into the process 
late complained of having to incur significant amounts of overtime and reengineering 
to meet schedules. These pressures don't exist to such an extent when the supplier 
is brought in early. From the interviews we heard that this is one of the key points 
that makes supplying Japanese manufacturers easier than supplying domestic 
manufacturers; the process is well-defined and disciplined. 

Commentary and Conclusions 
There is clear consensus among respondents as to where the industry is heading and 
what characteristics will change regarding the industry's structure. While some 
areas. such as supplier characteristics and worldwide market de\ielopments, are 
expected to change substantially, respondents to our survey confirmed industry 
"conventional wisdom"with no major surprises across the issues and dimensions 
we examined, frommarket-driven vehicle design criteria, to offshore operations and 
competition. 

There is clear consensus among 
North Americawill becomeanevenmore fiercely competitive arena, and a particularly 

respondents as to where the critical challenge for the Big Three, whose share of sales and production must 

industry is heading and what increase if they are to regain aleadership position. Unfortunately. the frequency with 
which Big Three market share decline is forecasted tends to make it a virtual given. 

characteristics will change Surely all industry-watchers have pondered the distressing Big Three aggregate 
market share dips between 1986 and 1991 with rebounding in 1992. 

regarding the industry's structure. 
Two things stand out in the self assessment of competitiveness findings. The first is 
the overwhelming uniformity of "moderate" evaluations, both within and across the 
dimensions studied. The second is the pervasive gaps between the ratings of 
suppliers and assemblers, and between the most senior officers and those immedi- 
ately below them. Suppliers might hare less detailed information on competitive 
standing or might be less critical in their perceptions. Senior management perhaps 
sees broader long term progress on competitiveness, or is simply more generous in 
rating its own actions. 

Globalization is moving forward quickly. With markets opening in Europe and 
increased manufacturing in Mexico, Europe, SoutblCentral America, and the 
Pacific Rim, new worldwide competition will intensify, NAFTA will surely have an 
impact oa both production and sales in the U.S., Mexico andcanada. Regionalization 
of the global industry will have implications for companies in every part of the value 
chain. Suppliers and OEMs must continue implementing strategies that include 
developing markets worldwide. Assemblers are expected to locate where their 
growth markets ase, and their suppliers will follow. Production and sales ~vill be 
increasingly driven by markets outside of North America. 

The recent announcement by BMW that it will build a facilit)~ in South Carolina is 
a good example of the complexity of decision malcing in a global industry. The 
company selected the new location because of low labor rates and the state's 
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conmitment to provide extensive labor force training. The move also affirms 
BMW's commitment to the U.S, market. Roughly one half of the plant's output will 
be exported. 

Suppliers face perhaps the largest and most rapid changes over the 1990s. Respon- 
dents indicate the pattern of overcapacity in the industry will continue, and the clear 
consensus is thae there will be fewer-and larger-suppliers at every level. This 
consolidation is consistent with the industry's emphasis on building and maintain- 
ing stronger supplierhan~rfacturer relationships. 

It is important to point out, however, that the industry is still. wrestling with the 
manufactezredsupplier relationship issue. Encouragingly, despite intensified corn- 
petition resulting from consolidation, shrinking business, and aggressive offshore 
competitors, suppliers responded to the survey that they are committed to the auto 
industry. Surely many see few viable strategic alternatives. However, in our 
interviews, some companies did report that they are strategizing about options to 
move away from the auto industry. Should this trend develop, it  would bring into 
question whether there would be an adequate supplier base to suppod the Big Three. 

Suppliers face perhaps the largest 
'The need for OEMs to involve suppliers earlier in the stages of planning and 

and most rapid changes over the producuon will be critical to strengthening the supplier-manufacturer relationship. 
Thvs issue was rased for discussion in many interv~eu/s, and top executives say that 

1990s. The pattern of overcapacity 
a team oneneation will foster the long-term commitment and pa-tu-tnership necessarqi 

in the industry continue, and to maintain competitiveness within the industry and into the year ?OW. 
the clear consensus is that there But, according to these top executives, strengthening this relationship will be a 

challenge as suppliers and OEMs almost unanimously believe that "lack of trust" 
will be fewer-and larger- is the major barrier to developing strategic partnerships. Over and over again, 

suppliers at every leveii, inteniievu.ees heavily emphasized "trust" md  "'partnership" in the supplierhanu- 
factures relationship as being the key factors for fizture success. In the words of one 
execudve, "Partnership is critical." The respondents say that this is true for many 
reasons, including: 

1. The Big Three have more power due to a shrinking supplier base and 
overcapacity within the industry 

2. Suppliers are often used as a pricing barometer. Even though the Big Thee  
have no intention of outsourcing to suppliers, they want engineering 
assj stance and costing information, but are not willing to give them acontract 

3. Financing is a problem for small suppliers because product development 
expenses ape constantly incurred, while payment is inade only upon p a d  
component shipment. Therefore If they do not win a contract, their invest- 
ment in product development is uncovered 

4. While the supply base may be cost competitive, redundant engineering adds 
total cost to the system, causing vehicle prices to be out of line with 
customers' perceived value. 
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5.  NAMs ask for product design suggestions and make changes according to 
the suppliers' recommendations-which is something the Big Three appear 
to be more reluctant to do, They are perceived as not wanting to relinquish 
control of engineering. 

6. Negotiations still focus on price and not on other essentials such as quality, 
delivery time, flexibility. and technological competency. 

As suppliers are asked to do more engineering and tooling work, the OEMs 
obviously become more dependent on the supplier community which must achieve 
world class performance for the auto assemblers to be competitive. At the same time, 
the OEMs muqt internalize a partnership philosophy and become world class 
customers through consistent and fair behavior, level schedules, mutual financial 
gain and shasing of risk. Without this internalization, the OEMs will be deserted by 
the world class suppliers and left with mediocre providers of products and sewices, 
minimizing or possibly eliminating the OEMs9 ability to compete. 

A shift in supplier seiection criteriaernerges over the 1990s, suggesting a shift in the 

Differences between Big Three and basis of competition as differences between Big Three and N m  supplier selection 
criteria begin to converge on a more common set. Encouragingly, these criteria are 

NAM supplier selection criteria based more on relationship factors than simply short-term price. Suppliers' own 

begin to converge on a more 
selection criteria for their vendors is driven by the models used by the assemblers, 
and it is evident from roundtable discussions that first-tier suppliers are pushing 

common set. Encouragingly, these modified and balanced Big Three-type qualification and selection criteria down to 
their own supply base. 

criteria are based more on 
Product differentiation characteristics in 2000 are not surprising, with reliability and 

relationship factors than simply quality of service ranking as extremely important. The lowest rated differentiators, 
optional features and time to deliver vehicles, are interesting to consider. This may short-term price. 
suggest the Big Three's traditional marketing emphasis on optional features is or 
should be changing. The lower emphasis on time to delivery may point to the Big 
Three's perceivedunwillingness to drive delivery times down or reflect a continuing 
assumption that most customers will continue to buy from inventory. 

Respondents rated the overall competitiveness of the world's major producers 
between now and 2000, and GM is perceived to be accelerating its rate of 
improvement. Not surprisingly, Toyota and Honda retain the top positions for 
overall competitiveness. Like GM, Ford also is expected to improve, while Mazda, 
Chrysler. and Mercedes-Benz remain the same or fall back by 2000. 



Executives recognize that their Introduction 
'4s car company executives scan the horizon and prepare for the 21st Century. they 

companies must be as futuristic as recognize the difficulty of predicting what the future model will be for successful 
North Arner~can car companies-how companies will structure fundamental 
processes and management of people, what will be the nature sf their relationships 
with suppliers, and how manufacturing plants will be confignred. Executives 
recognize that their companies must be as futuristic as their cars if 81ey are to survive 
and prosper. 

Many believe that Japanese car companies provide a model for the future and have 
set the trend for success. And, indeed, their current manufacturing practices have 
served as the lessons which must be learned by companies in the United States. On 
the other hand, they also recognize that American companies have a history of 
beliefs and operating styles, an established workforce, and m-place facilities which 
constitute a real set of constraints. The wholesale adoption of a Japanese model is, 
therefore, very difficult, iC not impossible-and perhaps not even desirable. 

One of our primary objectives is to capture the thinking of those leading the industry 
on what the car company of the future will be like. Our survey includes individuals 
from the Big Thee  manufacturers; "New American Manufacturers" (NAMs). also 
known as transplants; domestic suppliers, both allied and independent: and foreign- 
affiliated suppliers. (See Chapter 5 on survey demographics for further detail.) We 
posed questions about what is expected of the car company ir, the year 2000 from 
several different perspectives, focusing particularly on the people-related aspects 
and issues: 

* How the successful car company of the year 2000 will differ from the car 
company of today 
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W h a ~  the most important success factors will be for auto companies in the 
year 2000 

How the assemblerJsupplier facilities will look in the year 2000 

What the priorities for competitive improvement are on various issues 

The intent was to determine the level of consensus in the industry-the commonly 
held vision of the future, or the set of operating characteristics toward which 
companies were targeting their change efforts. A consensus did emerge in our 
quantitative, as well as our qualitative, research: responses show a high level of 
agreement on the majority of key attributes for the car company in the year 2000. 

Obviously, there is not a.total consensus, and our questions were certainly not meant 
to be all encompassing. but rather include those of highest priority based on 
published data, discussions with industry executives, and our own extensive 
experience working with many different companies in the industry. 

Company Decisions 

On issues of organizational management and structure, industry executives pro- 
vided their perspective on which functional areas seem to have an especially strong 
influence on company decisions, Approximately half felt that the financial function 
has the greatest impact on decision making, while the others felt it was engineering 
or manufacturing. These statements were often qualified by spotlighting the 
customer's role in the decision-making process. Ultimately, they say, it is the 
customer who should have the greatest impact on company decisions. 

The majority of participants indicated that one of the primary criteria governing 
decision making in their companies is financial impact. While quality and customer 
satisfaction are heavily weighed, it is usually the financial bottom line that is most 
heavily considered. And it is generally believed that a multifunctional team 
approach to decision making, where the customers' needs are of paramount 
concern, serves as the most effective system. 

Some feel that the decision inputs and criteria used in the North American auto 
industry are heavily quantitative, reflecting the backgrounds of the decision makers, 
who are often engineers and people who specialize in finance. 

We asked whether the participants see a need to broaden the information base, or 
the backgrounds of the decision makers. Given that the U.S. automotive industry is 
dramatically shifting toward multifunctional, team-oriented decision malung, it 
comes as no surprise that virtually all but one respondent to this question agreed that 
this movement toward involving and empowering people with diversiiied, cross- 
functional backgrounds in the decision making process is important to the future of 
the industry. 
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The team concept is deeply embedded in the Japanese work ethic, md to strengthen 
our international competitive position in the future. plans call for an increased 
management-by-consenslls approach and the use of cross-f~~nctional teams, 
resulting in greater empowerment of workers. The sole respondent taking an 
altenaati\ie view points to the success of Japanese and European competitors, 
highlighting the fact that these companies are mn primarily by engineers. He 
believes that risks and penalty for failure has placed an increased emphasis on 
galhering quantitative data. 

Consensus saa Future Operating Factors 
Our survey reveals strong shared opinion on future success characteristics, but the 
responses do not reflect high differentiation among various factors. However. 

Chart 2-2: How the Car Co'olapcalm~ of the Future Will Dflerfrorn Today 
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within the larger context of somewhat undifferentiated responses, we do see 
differences which are important to charting a map of the future terrain. 

Of the fourteen future descriptions of successful companies presented, over 70 
percent of respondents agree with nine of them, and over 80 percent agree with six. 
(Chart 2-1 shows key items.) 

The most "agreed upon'' difference between today's car company and that 
of the future is identification of competitors by their process and material 
capabilities as well as by their products. A full 87 percent of all respondents 
agree with this concept. 

Approximately 80 percent of all respondents-and almost 90 percent of 
assemblers-agree that car conapanies in the future must be managed nore 
porn a process capabilih basis tlzalz &I purely results-orierzted basis. 

The most '>strongly agreed upon" future characteristic that car companies 
jobs will offer more fluid task expect is a greater challenge in attracting and retaining top talent across all 

boundaries; there will be greater functional areas. 

reliance on knowledge-based jobs. Other human resource differences by the year 2000 agreed upon by respon- 
dents (over 80 percent) include: jobs will offer more fluid task boundaries, 
there will be greater reliance on knowledge-based jobs, and today's quanti- 
tative decision criteria will be supplemented with qualitative measures. 

Seventy-five percent of all respondents agree that successful car companies 
will have their supplier-manufacturer relationships forin h e  basis for their 
transactions, rather tlzaiz reflect those trarzsactioizs. Over 80 percent of 
assemblers (when taken as a separate group) believe this to be true. 

There is strong consensus by assemblers that the car company in the year 
2000 will not have greater control than it has today over marketing and 
distribution channels. This was one of the lowest sated future characteristics 
by the assemblers: only 37 percent expect such a change. 

Respondents show consensus that some people-related conditions won't change or 
improve by much. There is agreement on various fronts: 

There will be difficulty in providing attractive career paths. 

Voluntary turnover is nol expected to improve. 

Most importantly, different reward and recognition structures are given 
relatively less emphasis by respondents, with only 13 percent "strongly 
agreeing" that structures will change. 
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Chart 2-2: Clzaracteristics of Facilities in 2000 
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Future Facilities Chamcte~srics 
There is strong consensus among survey respondents about some trends and 
challenges facing current facilities (See chart 2-2). Facilities characteristics ex- 
pected in the future include: 

More than 88 percent of all respondents believe assembly and supplier plants 
will have to adjust to more frequent model changes. 

* Shorter model lives, and smaller volumes per model. have more than 88 
percent agreement from all respondents. In OEM inteiviews executives 
indicated that it would be increasingly difficult to reach 200,000 annual 
model sales, which is the traditional target capacity of an assembly plant. 

Almost 90 percent agree that, increasingly, supplier production goods will 
enter assembly plants in modular form, with less and less subassembly work 
required in the assembly plant. 

Not surprisingly, the next agreed-upon future characteristic ran aclose fourth 
with just over SO percent agreement: pull methods (rather than push 
methods) will dominate production in automotive plants. 

* There is strong agreement (74 percent) that team-based methods will be 
dominant. 

Beyond this point respondents share marked uncertainty about the specifics of 
facilities characteristics in the future. Industry outlook for the year 2000 gives no 
clearpicture on: the amount of increased automation, conversion to two-shift, three- 
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crew operations, and safety and workplace issues. Additionally, our analysis reveals 
that some of the newer concepts, such as plants dedicated to "freshening" or 
updating older models, and plants dedicated to disassembly of older vehicles for 
recycling, are true question marks in the minds of industry respondents. 

On one of the most important questions about future facilities characteristics-the 
size and nature of supplier configuration relative to assembler facilities in the 21st 
Century-there is a split decision, About half the respondents see suppliers with 
more centralized. high-volume facilities, and about half the respondents see 
suppliers as contiguously located. with low-volume facilities. 

Success Priorities: Year 2008 
An essential step on the road to operating success and increased competitiveness by 
the year 2000 is deciding the most important things to do. The survey asked 
respondents to rank eleven 6isuccess factors" which, though not an exhaustive list 
of all possible options, does include many of the most important success factors 
which the automotive industry has discussed for more than a decade. 

There is strong consensus by On future success factors. the top rated item is product qualit_);. Of all respondents, 
over 95 percent rate quality "extremely or quite important." 

assemblers that the car company 
The issue of quality was a consistent and pervasive topic of discussion in personal 

in the year 2000 will not have interviebs of executives. Virtually all agreed that the quality gap is shrinking and 

greater control than it has today eventually would not provide a competitive advantage. But for this positive trend 
to continue, respondents emphasized that continuous im-provement efforts in the 

over marketing and distribution area of quality must be ongoing. Interestingly, in response to the question of how 
their companies measure up competitively today. representatives of the Big Three 

channels. typically felt that their company's quality trails the Japanese, but surpasses the other 
two domestic manufacturers. 

Our analysis of success factor priorities shows little further differentiation. Nine of 
the remaining ten success factors are rated as virtually eqzlal in impovtnnce as areas 
on which to focus. Beyond the first priority of quality which is clearly demanded by 
consumers and competition, everyone rates everything as important. Over 80 
percent of all respondents, with no differences between assemblers and suppliers, 
rate the success factors shown in Clzart 2-3 as virtually equally important. 

The lowest priority success factor for the future, by a substantial margin, was 
commercialization of R&D. It is interesting that this is the one factor discriminated 
from the list because it is often identified as a general weakness of U.S. industy. 
However. it was rated above the mid-point of our 5-point scale. 

Importance of Improving Performance and Priorities 

As discussed in the previous chapter, survey respondents were asked for "self- 
competitiveness9' ratings on a range of 37 issues, from marketing to production to 
engineering. In addition to analyzmg the self-competitiveness ratings, we asked 
companies to rate the importance they placed on improvement for each of the 37 
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Chart 2-3: Success Factors in 2000 
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performance issues by the year 2000. This provides a good indicatioil of managerial 
priorities for the '90s across the four dimensions of management, engineering, 
manufacturing, and marketing. Again. each issue was rated on a scale of I to 5 with 
I (extremely important to improve) and 5 (not important to amprove). When taking 
ratings as agroup. each of the four dimensions was rated (on average) slightly naore 
than "quite important." with marketing issues viewed as the most important to 
improveupon (1.6) and the other three approxmmately 1.8. However, with the ratings 
thls close, differences are not overwhelming. Although there was some variation in 
item scores among the respondents, the clustering of ratings around "quite impor- 
tant" seems to corroborate the lack of focus revealed in reported levels of change 
implementation elsewhere in the survey. No garticuiar areas were especially 
important when malung improvemenls. Understanding must also be achieved 
regarding the requirements of differentiation and the importance of core compe- 
tency in order to increase market share and expand the business. 

Among the management performance issues, top executives rated leadership as the 
most important ilemto improve, followed by management of entire sjsfem, efective 
use of humauz resources. and total delivered unit cost. Product development cycle 
time was the engineering issue rated as most important to improve by 2000. Loolung 
at manufacturing performance issues, those rated as high priority were cost of 
quality, marz~facturing unit cost, and process corztrol alzd capability. 

Qualitative research participan.ts9 views were consistent with survey data findings, 
indicating that. responsiveness to the market is limited by a lengthy product 
development process. Simultaneous engineering and early supplier involvement 
will be ley  to improving this process. 
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Some differences did emerge between suppliers and Big Three manufacturers with 
respect to their improvement priorities. On 13 of the 37 performance items the Big 
Three respondents attributed more importance to change than did suppliers. Those 
given liigher importance by the assemblers were: 

Management leadership 

Management of entire system 

Effective use of human resources 

Deployment of capital resources 

@ Customer requirements planning process 

Product desigdengineering 

Time cornpression for engineering tasks to permit time for experimentation 

Effective design for manufacture 

First time quality capability 

Process control and capability 

Production sourcing 

* Production labor productivity 

Customer excitement with product and services 

Leaders Talk About Their Agenda for Change 
Interviews with senior automotive industry executives revealed that themost critical 
changes that must be made in their companies to improve overall competitiveness 
in the year 2000 focus on building higher levels of client satisfaction, both internally 
and externally. Some respondents were simply unable to provide a "short list" of 
strategic priorities. This reinforces the lack of focus revealed in the survey findings. 

Manufacturer and supplier executives were asked about what the top three major 
strategic priorities are for their companies as we approach the year 2000. An 
interesting distinction can be made between the responses of the two groups to this 
question, with auto manufacturers' responses being divided into five groups, in 
order of decreasing frequency of strategic priority: 

Focus on the customer: Almost every OEM respondent mentioned customer 
satisfaction as one of its strategic priorities for the future. Some focused on 
increasing the customer's value perception while others wanted to become 
more responsive to their customers. including the dealers. 
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Quality: Not surprisingly, the next most frequently meintioned strategic 
priority was related to increasing the quality of the OEh4's products and 
services. 

Cost Reduction: Improving the OEM's cost position ranked third among 
strategic priorities, with phrases such as lean production. priceicost competi- 
tive, and flexibility dominating these discussions. 

* Corporate culture: These strategic priorities were a i m ~ d  at improving 
employee attitude and behavior in addition to supplier relationships. 

@ Globalization: Last among the top strategic priorities mentioned by OEMs 
was the need for overseas expansion and global sourcjng. 

The strategic priorities of the supplier participants were very similar in nature to 
those of the OEMs listed above. However, it is important to note that they diverge 
in two lcey areas: 

Growth: A substantial number of suppliers mentioned gro~,vtli as one of their 
top three strategic priorities. In each case, this implied di~/ersification away 
from the Big Three manufact~irers. and was articulated in various ways, 
including: expand NAM business, increase exports, expand European 
marlcets, diversify into new marlcets, and develop a partnership with the 
Japanese. 

Full-Service Systems Strategy v .  Niche Supplier: Although somewhat 
evenly split, there is divergence among suppliers regarding whether to 
pursue a strategy of offering complete component systems to the OEMs or 
moving away frombeing a full-service provider m d  toward focusing on their 
core competencies. 

Suppliers clearly articulated their sunrival strategies, which they achowPedged did 
not necessariully complement those of the Big Three. While the Big Three are seeking 
greater involvement by suppliers in product development and the manufactu~ing 
capacity, suppliers are exploring strategies that promote lower dependence on the 
Big Three. These countervailing trends could undermine the v e q  supply base upon 
which the Big Three expect to depend. 

Commentary and Conc%usions 
Both assemblers and suppliers generally share a vision of the car cornpany of the 
future. Most respondents see comnlon characteristics for the year 2000, but not 
completely so. Lack of strong cor~viction on particular key factors was reflected by 
a wide dispersion among the responses on future factors. Respondents seem to share 
opinions andviews of the future, but show limiteddiscrimination among the various 
future success factors. Strong agreement (or disagreement) was rarely expressed, or 
expressed only on a limited basis, It is as though manufacturers and suppliers have 
defined aroad toward the future that might be described as wide, gentle, and lacking 
sharp curies or many intersections. 
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Top executives had varying responses when asked whether their company has 
clearly articulated its strategic priorities for the year 2000. In some cases, a specific 
plan exists, but the majority indicated that when strategic priorities did exist, it was 
typically supplemental to, or aproduct of, the five-year business plan. According to 
these executives. the fact that these strategic priorities are not often communicated 
within the organization reflects their lackof strong convictions about the future. This 
is not surprising in view of the competitive uncertainties they face. 

These priorities are often developed at high management levels, although in a few 
cases. they were found to be created at the lowest level of management. Generally, 
information is cascaded down to the lowest levels of the company in meetings, in 
publications, and in videotape presentations. 

A focus onprocess capabilities and improvedprocess management seems to suggest 
the industry is acknowledging that its process capabilities will drive future competi- 
tiveness. We see this as avery important and essentially encouraging sign: focus not 
only on improvement of processes, but on process-based management, with a 
market-driven orientation rather than functional management. This is key as a 

Just as an automobile engine means to overall performance improvement. 

must be properly designed, Greater emphasis is expected on more fluid task boundaries, as is a greater reliance 

constructed and maintained to on laowledge-based jobs. Less change is expected in the reward structures or career 
paths to support these "advanced" job structures. This suggests a paradox because 

operate effectively, people linkage between changes in job expectations and reward structures should be tight. 
Just as an automobile engine which must be properly designed, constsucted and 

must be developed! empowered! maintained to operate effectively, people must be developed, empowered, and 

and rewarded to function at their 
rewarded to function at their maximum capacity. 

maximum capacity. There appears to be little doubt about the importance of building lasting, "let's work 
together on problems9' relationships between suppliers and assemblers. The path to 
that future condition appears particularly treacherous today. A promising future 
certainly depends on a solid industry infrastsucture. Everyone agrees it's important, 
and it needs to remain a goal even when times are tough. What is needed is an 
accelerated pace of implementation. not a slowdown. 

There is substantial uncertainty around facilities configurations, i.e., whether 
supplier plants will be centralized, high-volume facilities or contiguously located, 
low-volume plants. There is no consensus on this fundamental issue that signifi- 
cantly affects suppliers as they do their long-range capital and facilities planning. 
However, this may reflect different expectations of individual companies, depend- 
ing on company size customer base, and product. 

The future vision is strongly shared on the tremendous importance of quality. Many 
sources report on the improvements in quality by U.S. automotive companies, and 
it is encouraging to see that the focus on quality is expected to remain extremely high 
into the year2000-and, of course, beyond. Quality will be the "ante in" to the game, 
but may not guarantee differentiation or success. Quality products will be required 
just to be considered by the customer. However, there is a still a question for U.S. 
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companies on the pace of quality improvement. They must move faster than foreign 
competitors in quality improvement to capture the position of world leadership by 
the year 2000. 

Companies appear to be unfocused in their priorities about improvement areas, and 
thereby dilute their progress tolivard becoming more competitive. When eveqrthing 
is important, it is iirrpossible to maintain focus on the most critical objectives. It is, 
of course, impossible to do everything at once. Those who must implement can't 
determine what actions must .t&e precedence. Efforts are suboptimized or thwarted 
because each individual, divj sion, or department is forced to make its own decisions 
about what the priorities are and how to behave without regard to other units. 
Slrategic leverage is lost, and progress toward improvement is slowed. 

Strong quantitative and qualitative findings indicate that companies are continu- 
ously md  consistently benchmarldng their progress, internally al~$ externally, and 
some more rigorously than others. As companies compare thennselves with their 
competitors andnon-competitors alike, benchmarking is conducted in many ways. 
including: product teardowns of industry leaders, the use of industry quality 
surveys, internal audits, and plant visits. While significant "prodncl" benckmxlcing 
has been under way for many years, more process benchmarking may be required 
in the areas of order management, scheduling. invoicing, and measurements. These 
types of process benchmarlcing efforts should look for innovatihe ideas, organiza- 
tional implications, and results achieved. 

In conclusion, the future state is fairly defined, and the actions needed to carry the 
industry forward are agreed upon. Establishing priorities and bringing a few ltey 
areas into unmistakable focus is the urgent challenge. There exists a clear need to 
set a specific agenda, with a clear starting point. 





Introduction 
Understanding future operating conditions and success factors is a solid step toward 
the future state. But the true test is in achieving it. The speed at which change is being 
accomplished will certainly be a major determination of tomorrow's winners and 
losers. 

Our survey covers 38 change practices or transition efforts, identified through 
industry literature and discussions with notable industry sources, on which respon- 
dents rated their companies' pace of implementation. Our initial analysis centered 
on two essential aspects of change: 

A rating of how rapidly executives see their own companies implementing 
specific change actions or "improvement efforts" 

Identification of linkages between the pace sf implementation on change 
actions and several future characteristics andsuccess factors, discussedinthe 
previous chapter 

In addition, this chapter discusses the relationship between cornpetitiveness (from 
self-ratings in the survey) and change implementation pace and focus. Charting a 
course for achieving success requires setting goals and avision for the future. Senior 
executives in roundtable discussions felt strongly that manufacturers and suppliers 
alike have at the very least a five-year plan in place, but disappointingly, only a few 
have identified a vision for the year 2000. For those companies who have a vision, 
frequently it is created by those in top management positions within the organization 
and communicated via meetings and in publications and videotape presentations 
with buy-in andcommitment occurring at lower levels through atrickle downeffect. 
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Statistical process control was 

given the most rapid 

implementation rating, with 

continuous quality improvement 

ranking second. 

The two manufacturing systems 

and technology areas, computer- 

integrated manufacturing (CIM) 

and flexible manufacturing 

systems, had the lowest average 

rate of implementation. 

Because there is substantial consensus on the end state, companies that take the 
fastest road to get there are likely to be future winners. It's not just a question of who 
crosses the finish line, but who crosses it first. 

Survey Findings: A Slow Pace of Change 
How quickly do people see their own company, the workers and executives around 
them every day, adopting and employing change actions that will make a difference? 
To understand the 38 areas of transition efforts more easily, we grouped them in the 
following categories: 

Manufacturing: tenpractices, including statistical process control, JIT, CII\/I, 
flexible manufacturing systems, and continuous quality improvement 

Human Resources: five practices, including use of team structures, increased 
training. and group problem-solving 

CommunicationlStructure: three practices, including decreased barriers 
between manufacturing and engineering, and increased empowerment of 
program managers 

* Suppliers/Sourcing: sixteen practices, including early supplier selection, 
evergreen contracts, common industry standards, supplier engineering con- 
tribution, partner-like relations, and tiering of the supply base 

Cost: four practices, including use of process value analysis and viewing 
labor as a fixed versus variable cost 

Manufacturing 
The overall average pace of manufacturing change action implementation is rated 
by respondents as "neither rapidly nor slowly." From a total standpoint, the ratings 
show little differentiation on the pace of change across the range of possible actions. 
But some differences appear in this category; in fact, there are more pronounced 
differences than in the other categories. The change practices (as shown in 
Chart 3-1) rated most rapid are as follows: 

@ A full 78 percent of all respondents rate statistical process control (SPC) 
implementation pace as "rapid," with 86 percent of the assemblers reporting 
rapid SPC implementation. (SPC was given the most rapid implementation 
rating of all 38 actions.) 

Continuous quality improvement ranks second with almost 70 percent of all 
respondents rating implementation pace as rapid. 

JIT ranks as third in implementation pace with approximately 55 percent of 
respondents reporting rapid or quite rapid adoption. 

All remaining transition efforts in manufacturing are rated by 50 percent or 
less of total respondents at even a"moderaten pace of implementation. These 
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The overall average pace of 

manufacturing change action 

implementation was rated by 

Chart 3-1: Most Kapid Pace of Implementation (Individual Companies, 
All Categories) 
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respondents as "neither rapidiy --..-.I 
nor slowly." include design of experiments, use of manufacturing cells, quality function 

deployment (QFD), increased process automation, and use of standardized 
components. The only exception is QFD which is ratecl by 63 percent of 
assemblers as moderate in implementation pace. 

The views of top executives in our interviews were coilsistent with those of survey 
respondents. All interviewees felt that it is necessary to continuously improve in the 
areas of cycle time, cost, quality, and customer satisfaction. T:is will ultimately 
change how the industry currently does business in categories ranging fromproduct 
development and manufacturing, to business decision making. 

Top executives view the quality gains experienced by the Big Three and their 
supplier network as illustrating the industry's ability to be successful when an entire 
company mobilizes to focus on a goal. One respondent identified adequate 
education and training as a key reason for success in this change effort. Team Taurus 
and Chrysler's LH program were cited by both OEMs and suppliers. 

When asked what standard practices and procedures must be changed to help 
companies more effectively respond to their customers, qualitative research partici- 
pants identified the need for automation as a means to reduce response time as well 
as engineering and development time. 
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As Clznrt 3-2 shows, the two manufacturing systems and technology areas. 
computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) and flexible manufacturing systems. 
have the lowest average rate of implementation. Almost 70 percent of all respon- 

Chart 3-2: Least Rapid Pace of lmplenzentation (Irtdividual Companies, 
All Categories) 
I I 
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Five out of eight change actions 

show linkage to the future success 

factor, "effective use of human 

resources." 

dents see these efforts being implemented relatively slowly in their companies. 
However, assemblers report substantial differences versus suppliers in pace of 
implementation. 

CIM is one of two areas where assemblers show a substantially faster rate of 
implementation: the other area was QFD. 

JIT is rated at a somewhat more rapid pace of implementation by assemblers. 

Suppliers report their pace of implementation exceeds assemblers in two 
areas: use of manufacturing cells and process automation. 

Numan Resources and Communication/0rganization Structures 
Eight changeefforts are includedin these twocategory sets-and, again, the average 
rating for all respondents across all efforts is tightly clustered between "somewhat 
rapidly" and ""neither rapidly nor slowly." Clearly, the pace of implementation on 
these practices, though they are lmown to be important (and some have been in use 
for some time). is nowhere near the pace one would expect. 

The most rapidly implemented practice is "small group problem-solving 
activities." 
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Structural change practices--- 

self directed workforce, 

empowerment of program 

managers, and "changed 

performance and promotion 

criteriau- experience a slow 

pace of implementation. 

Related efforts rated at a decidedly moderate pace include: use of team 
structures, increased training, and improved comunicalions across levels 
and departments. 

Implementation of structural change practices are slowest of all: self- 
directed workforce, empowerment of program managers, and changed 
performance and promotion criteria reveal. the slowest pace of implementa- 
tion. 

There are few differences between assemblers and suppliers in their ranlilngs on the 
pace of implementation of factors in these two categories (human resources and 
comnica fons ) .  but assemblers on the whole report their companies' pace of 
implementation is slightly more rapid than suppliers, 

The pace o l  implementation of human resources and comunications efforts is 
directly related to an effective information exchange beLween senior management 
and employees regarding personnel policies. Top executives in personal interviews 
felt that, generally. existing personnel policies are communicated with an appropri- 
ate amount of contact and information exchange. 

The qualitative research findings support the suwey data in that the majority of 
participants believe that policy execution and dissemination needs improvement. 
Only in a few cases did participants feel that personnel policies were executed and 
communicated in a satisfactory manner. and that problems lie in channeling 
com~unications both top-down and bottom-up. 

Supple'es~s/Sou~cing 
This category of transition efforts has the distinction of receiving the slowest 
average overall implementation pace ranking by the total respondent group: just 
below "'neither rapidly nor slowly ." And this category revealed no average raplkings 
of "rapidly" for any specific change practice. 

Of the sixteen transition efforts included in this category, twelve are ranlted 
at or very close to "neither rapidly nor slovv.ly ." These include such practices 
as selection beyond price, partner-like relations. increased insourcing, more 
OEM functions in~iolvesl in supplier selection, and conmodclear industry 
standards. 

The two rated slowest in implementation are: increased OEM investment in 
suppliers, and personnel rotation between OEM and suppliers. 

Despite the overall slow pace in this category. there are differences in the implemen- 
tation pace among specific actions. And some show progress at a reasonable pace. 

The top ranked action is "increased supplier engineering contribution," with 
just over half of all companies, and 67 percent of assemblers. reporting a 
somewhat rapid pace of implementation at their companies. 
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* Use of engineering firms is being rapidly implemented by 57 percent of 
assemblers and 94 percent of suppliers. 

Over 90 percent of suppliers and over 60 percent of assemblers are 
implementing early supplier selection at a somewhat rapid pace. 

Cost 
Despite the recurring comments in the interviews and roundtable discussions about 
the importance of managing or reducing costs, actual practices do not appear to be 
as extensive or as successful as they might be. The survey showed a "neither rapidly 
nor slowly" pace of implementation on all four change efforts: use of process value 
analysis to reduce costs; activity-based costing methods, viewing labor as a fixed vs. 
variable cost (though assemblers are adopting this notion more quickly than 
suppliers); and reliance on a multiproduct capability. These actions are being 
implemented slowly by about 70 percent of respondents. In fact, most OEMs 
interviewed provide corroboration of the survey findings. They believe that their 
companies are not competitive in terns of cost, with the primary contribution being 
overhead. 

Analysis: Linking Pace of Change with Future Factors 
The following presents a few examples of the initially identified significant 
relationships or linkages between future goals and the speed with which companies 
are progressing toward them. Linkage implies companies are making the connec- 
tion between pace of improvement efforts and the desired changes, such that the 
importance of the changes is related to how rapidly they are being implemented. 

People Issues 
For the future success factor "effective use of human resources," five out of eight 
change actions show linkage. These include: 

Changing performance criteria 

Use of team structures 

a Increased empowerment of program managers 

* Group problem solving and better communications between manufacturing 
and engineering 

Surprisingly, the change actions of increased training and improved communica- 
tions across hierarchical levels do not link with effective use of human resources. 

Other success factors-promoting risk taking, more fluid jobs, more knowledge- 
based jobs--do not link with any pace of implementation actions. 

Almost all qualitative research participants indicated that there must be a major 
cultural change within their companies, and within the industry, in general. They 
emphasized that a major cultural break must occur from the traditional way of doing 
business to a new "team-work" approach. Companies must improve their training 
and education programs and embrace a philosophy that focuses well beyond 
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technical competencies, to people skills as well. Participants cited better human 
resources utilization, including a reduction in layers of management and a change 
from a functional power structure to a horizontally structured team environment. 
Additionally, many felt that the measurement systems for evaluaiting and rewarding 
people must be realigned to reflect new corporate goals and teamwork approaches. 

With all that remains to be done in terms of cultural transformation, there is still a 
feeling among interviewees that dramatic changes in corporate culturc through 
employee involvement ranks as one of the more important developments occurring 
in the industry. 

Suppliex%Manufact~lrer Rehhoaships 
In this category, there is some alignment of implementation pace and success 
characteristics but it is some~vhat scattered. 

One of the most important future success factors-supplier relationships not 
based on transactions (price)-is linked with the pace of implementing 
modula sourcing, sole sourcing, increasing use of engineering firms, more 
OEM functions involved in supplier selection, partner-like relations, and 
development of common standards. 

There is much discussion in the industry today of partnering relationships between 
manufacturers and suppliers. Senior auto industry executives, when asked in 
roundtable discussions to list ltey ingredients to an effective partnership between a 
manufacturer and supplier, cited mutual trust as the most important factor. Addi- 
tional key factors include: long-term commitment and/or contract; continuous two- 
way commur~ication: reward other values beside price, (i.e., delivery, quality, and 
flexibility); and the use of teamwork to resolve problems. 

The specific issues they gave as potential barriers to forming successful partnerships 
include: 

Shifting OEM emphasis on cost reduction and the methods of implementing 
these often destroy teamwork and trust. 

Policies are frequently undercut by a lack of guidelines for daily operation. 

Some U.S. suppliers are not equipped with extensive capabilities in engi- 
neering and development, project management: and purchasing. 

* Failure to share rislts and rewards, 

Suppliers do not always assure the quality of their process. 

There are two general models available for supplier selection. The market selection 
model prescribes that the customer company routinely scan the market for price, 
quality, and technology opportunities, and select a supplier base that provides the 
best value at any pxficular time. The other model. the development (socialization) 
model. prescribes that the customer company largely commit itself to a supplier base 
and work with that base to develop price. qualily, and technology opportunities. 
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According to our supplier interviews, there is full agreement that the Big Three have 
historically taken the market model approach. while the Japanese manufacturers 
and the NAMs have practiced the development approach. The development model 
was unanimously viewed as the better of the two approaches. Supplier executives 
believe that there is very little risk to using the development model approach. The 
risks associated with taking the market selection model approach are the loss in 
quality as a result of t&ng immediate price reductions, and the damage to the long- 
term viability of the suppliers. 

Transitioning Toward the Future 

When asked about transitions or changes companies must make to be competitive 
in the year 2000, key industry executives discussed their views in reaction to a list 
of challenges presented to them. Most answered for their company as well as the 
industry. 

From individual to team orientation, evaluation, and reward structures: 
According to respondents, this was ranked as one of the top transitions 
companies must make industrywide to not only achieve leadership status, 
but to survive the decade ahead. Again. respondents emphasized the need to 
match evaluation and r e ~ a r d  structures to facilitate the movement toward 
team efforts. This relationship is lacking in our survey results. 

From reliance on formal structures and procedures to informal relationships 
and behavior: Responses to this transition scenario were highly consistent. 
The majority felt that such a change in attitude was indeed necessary; 
however, they consistently echoed caution since a lack of formality might 
possibly lead to a lack of focus. A balanced mix of formality and informality 
must exist to remain competitive. 

From management control to management coordination: Ranked as a high 
priority by all respondents, some felt that this transition must reflect more 
than just coordination. Management must also provide the necessaty lead- 
ership and vision. 

From management of people and tasks to management of information and 
knowledge: Viewed as a critical transition by some respondents, some also 
felt that this was not "an eitherlor" decision. The majority believe that to 
some degree this transition is necessary, but not nearly as critical as some of 
the others that must occur. 

Fromrelatively disconnected subunit or functional areagoals to ones that are 
more coordinated with company goals: This transition is also ranked as one 
of the highest in terms of those that must take place to achieve sustained 
success. One respondent termed it as "essential to survival." Overall. 
respondents felt that success is more attainable when all people are striving 
for a common goal. 
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From decisions based primarily on quantitative information to decisions 
incorporating more ~6soft" or qualitative infomation: This transition was 
listed as one of the least critical that must take place to remain competitive. 
While respondents did not discount the value of "soft" issues, most felt that 
striking a comfortable balance of "hard" and "soft" issues is the ltey to 
successful decision mdcing, and most believe that this balance has already 
been or is close to being achieved. 

From relatively restricted, need-to-know. to relatively broad, should-know 
communication patten~s: Ranked high as a transition that. must occur, this 
scenario is felt to be an essential part of the team-building experience and to 
focusing an entire company on a common goal. 

Relationship of Competitiveness to Change Implementation 
As automotive companies strive to implement programs and practices that would 
make them successful in the year 2000, their pace of change implementation is 
critical. The analysis presented earlier in this chapter showed that priorities for 
improvement were perceived to be common across a wide range of issues. In this 
section we analyze the relationships between self-rated competltiveness and the 
pace and focus of change implementation, To assess the relationship of perceived 
competi~iveness of respondents' companies and their pace and focus of implemen- 
tation, we divided them into thee  groups: high, medium, and low competitiveness. 
This VI as done by creating aid testing an index of eleven items selected from each 
of the four categories, management, engineering, manufacturing, and marketing. 

Relative Compe~tiverzess and Rate of lmpbmerztation 

As we analyzed companies9 competitiveness relative to self-reporled implementa- 
tion rates, we used a five-point scale on the questionnaire which ranged from 1 (quite 
rapidly) to 5 (quite s l o ~ ~ l y ) .  As the table below indicates, on sevcxal key activities 
there is a c l ez  con-elation between high competitiveness and a rapid pace of 
implementation. Those companies grouped as medium and low competitiveness 
reported slower paces of implementation. on average. Indeed, the pace of imple- 
mentation declines from high to medium-and medium to low. The relationship 
was most pronounced for coiztinuo~ts quality ifnpvovement techniques, and in- 
creased training. 

This high degree of internal consistency in the data lends credence to the self- 
assessments of competitiveness. As more productive nnanagement practices be- 
come standard or even a benchmark, those firms that are slow to irriplement it cannot 
hope to compete effectively. 

Relative Compedh'veness and Focus of Improvement EfSorts 
Another relationship tested in this analysis was competitiveness and the focus of 
improvement efforts. Using a scale from the questionnaire where 1 is "extensive" 
and 5 is "no focus", respondents rated the focus their company has placed on 20 
improvement actions or initiatives. Strong effects are shown with more competitive 
companies reporting more focused improvement efforts. 
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Implementation Pace Among Different Competitiveness Groupings 

High Medium Low 

Continuous quality improvement techniques 1.6 2.3 2.6 
Increased training 2.0 2.4 3.0 
Improved communication levels 
across hierarchical companies 2.0 2.4 2.8 

Use of process value analysis 2.5 2.9 3.4 
Supplier engineering contribution 2.2 2.5 2.9 
Personnel rotation between OEMs 
and suppliers 3.7 4.2 4.4 

Involvement of more OEM functions in 
supplier selection 2.8 2.9 3.4 

High Medium Low 

Production teams 

Technical skills 
Career ladders for 
production employees 
Increased amount of 
communication to employees 

Expanded communication to 

Bam'ers to Change 
Our analysis testing correlation between competitiveness and barriers to change did 
not yield definitive results, Companies in the "low competitiveness" group did 
indicate that certain baniers impeded their change efforts to a somewhat greater 
degree. Some of these barriers were short time horizons, shtftirzg emphasis on 
different change programs, and lack of clear vision. Nevertheless, no significant 
correlations between relative competitiveness and barriers could be discovered. 

Commentary and Conclusions 
Perhaps the rapid pace of adoption of SPC, JIT, andcontinuous quality improvement 
is no surprise. They are generally understood as "the basics9'-the most essential 
starting-point tools in the manufacturing improvement kit-and implementation of 
these practices has been mandated for some suppliers by the assemblers. The slow 
implementation of practices such as use of manufacturing cells and use of standard- 
ized components was discouraging and surprising to see. 
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The rapid pace sf adoption of SPC, 

BIT, and continuous quality 

improvement is rro surpris+they 

are generally understood as "the 

basics." 

In spite of agreement on operating 

success requirements for the year 

2080, the pace of change is not 

necessarily ajigned with achieving 

goals or objectives. 

The pace of change efforts in the hurnan resources areas is moderate, and team- 
oriented practices are being implemented. Unfortunately, reward structures and 
program manager empowerment are lagging. This could have negative implications 
on companies' abilities to implement process management-a key aspect of the 
future vision. 

Sourcing and supplier relations need serious attention to improve the speed with 
which both assemblers and suppliers implement change efforts. [Assemblers see a 
somewhat more rapid pace of implementation on an overall basis.) Suppliers see a 
faster pace of change in early supplier selection than do assemblers, but (not 
surprisingly) suppliers are less optimistic about the speed at which supplier selection 
criteria are moving beyond price as the primary driver. Because these issues are 
important to the development of a solid, strong automotwe industry infrastructure, 
they are both profound and far-reaching in terms of the future competitiveness of the 
industry. Such meandering movement toward improvecl ways of working together 
does not bode well for the U.S. auto industry. 

While self-rated competitiveness does not appear to relate to views and vision of the 
future, it does conelate with the pace of implementation efforts and the focus of 
change. Although it is possible that inflated reporting is occurring consistently 
among the survey respondents it would seem unlikely. Our analysis shows that 
companies with high relative competitiveness were demonstrably different on a 
number of important dimensions: their pace of implementation was faster, and their 
degree of focus on improvement initiatives was higher, 

In spite of agreement on operating success requirements for the year 2000, the pace 
of change is not necessarily aligned with achieving goals or objectives. Some actions 
appear to be leading toward goals, particularly with regard to people issues, but 
patterns often seem random. Encouragingly, the pace of implementation on teams, 
group problem-solving, and communication does appear to connect with important 
future success factors. 

There is linkage between more lasting, relationship-oriented transactions with 
suppliers and actions like rnodular sourcing, sole sourcing, and more OEM 
functions involved in selection. But the connections are not present on most of the 
ma~ufacluring/supplier future factors. It would be difficult to support the argument 
that the pace of implementation of change actions is linked in any fundamental way 
to the future success factors related to manufacturer/supplier relationships. 

The inconsistencies in the relationship between OEMs and suppliers becomes more 
pronounced when top executives, in roundtable discussions, show strong diver- 
gence about whether their company needs to change its source selection criteria and 
business practices with its suppliers. Interestingly, the OEM respondents feel that 
the selection criteria are appropriate. Cost (not price), quality, and technical 
capability are the most frequently mentioned selection criteria. However, they do 
see a need to improve the business practices of dealing with the supplier network, 
particularly in the area of two-way information exchange. Suppliers, however, do 
not necessarily agree that the selection criteria are consistently applied. 
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The supplier respondents say that there is still too much emphasis being placed on 
price. Decisions are being made with anexceedingly short-term orientation, thereby 
ignoring their long-term implications. 

In conclusion, change is indeed occurring, but movement is clearly uneven and 
generally at what one might call "a plodding pace." For the most part, assemblers 
see themselves adopting change practices more rapidly than suppliers. There is no 
clear explanation for this difference. It is unclear whether assemblers are, due to their 
size and resources, ahead of the suppliers in implementing change, or are simply 
more optimistic observers of their own progress. 

Distinguishable linkages between actions and results are lacking. Clear paths, 
identifying objectives and the steps to reach them, are essential. Lack of clear paths 
to the future slows progress-and adds confusion for the workforce, suppliers, and 
external audience. 



FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS 

AND BARRIERS "r CCfllANGE 

Introduction 
In this chapter we look yet another level deeper into the change process, and analyze 
the focus placed on various improvement efforts, and the barriers car company 
respondents feel they most frequently encounter. We additionally analyze some 
linkages between improvement effort focus and frequently encountered barriers. 
We conclude with a brief discussion comparing "competitiveness" to success 
factors and change baniers. 

Focusing on Improveilnent 
Twenty improvement efforts in our survey were grouped into four categories: 

Rewards 

Organization 

Human Relations 

Communications 

The responses to all items, which could be rated on a five-point scale from 
"extensive" focus to "none," are tightly distributed around the central rating of 
"moderate." Once again, the set of responses is essentially undifferentiated, i.e., the 
variation in how much focus is placed on efforts is narrow. (This same phenomenon 
appeared in respondent ratings on pace of implementation of improvement efforts 
in Chapter 3, where the responses cluster tightly around the central response of 
"neither rapidly nor slowly.") Just as pace of implementation is generally about 
equal and fairly slow, the focus on improvement efforts is roughly equal among 
various possibilities and is generally moderate. 
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In spite of the tight distribution of responses when viewed on a total basis, there are 
important differences between those efforts receiving the highest focus, and those 
receiving the least attention. Chart 4-1 shows the most extensively focused on 
improvement efforts. 

The highest-ratedresponse, with 69 percent of allrespondentsrating its focus 
as "ex.tensive or quite a bit," is increased amount of communication to 
employees. 

The second highest rated focus (66 percent) was on increased employee 
involvement, which closely relates to improved communications. 

A close thirdin the ranlung (65 percent rating extensivelquite a bit) is focused 
on expanded communications to reach more employees. 

It is clear that management places significant emphasis on communication and 
involvement. And the thread of strong communications and involvement continues. 
with the next four "quite extensive" areas of improvement focus all relating to 

Improvement areas that receive teamwork: use of multifunctional and multilevel teams, use of multifunctional 
technical teams, use of production teams, and shared decision-making. However, 

the most limited focus all relate to the story is not quite complete without looking at areas rated as most limited in focus 
by the manufacturers and suppliers. 

the areas of reward and career 
The six improvement areas that receive the least focus, all relate to the areas of 

development. reward and career development. Where as many as 60 percent to 70 percent of the 
respondents rated communications and teams as "quite extensive" areas of focus, 
only fifteen percent to 25 percent rate career and reward actions as targets of 
substantial focus. 

A full 85 percent rate career ladders for production employees as receiving 
moderate to limited focus. 

Eighty-one percent rate dual career ladders for technical employees as 
moderate to limited focus. 

Respondents give rewards relatively low focus: moderate to limited focus 
was reported by 74 percent or more respondents on longer time basis for 
rewards, more stable reward systems, and team-based rewards. 

* Similarly, 79 percent rate both job rotation across functions and "broad, 
generic training" as moderate to limited focus. 

The responses of the manufacturers and suppliers are not significantly different, 
though in most instances suppliers show a somewhat lower focus on improvement 
efforts. Manufacturers report substantially more extensive focus on shared decision- 
making. There are, however, four (out of 20) notable exceptions where suppliers 
report a more extensive focus. These include job-focused training, career ladders for 
production employees, expanding reward structures, and more stable reward 
systems. 
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Churt 4-1: Focus on Improvemetzt Actions 

Percent Rating Moderate 
to Limited Focus 

Percent Rating 
Extensive Focus 

Career Ladders for Production 

85 '10 Increased Communication 

6 9 %  

L.onger l ime Basis For Rewards 

84 % 

Dual Career Ladders for 6 6 %  

'Technical Employees 

81 '10 Expanded Communication 

6 5 '10 

Job Rotation Across Functions 
Use of MuIIZifunctional 

79 O/O Teams 

Broad, Generic Training 
Use of Multifunctional 

79% 

49% 

1 More Stable Reward Systems 

I Team-based Rewards 

In personal interviews and in roundtable discussions, top executives discussed their 
perspective on what major changes the automotive industry needs to make in its 
commitment lo and development of its employees. They commented on the 
adequacy of cut-rent levels of training and spoke about whether lateral movement 
and cross-functional assignments are adequate for organizational needs and indi- 
vidual employee career opportunities. 

The message was echoed by every participant: the automotive industry must 
illustrate a commitment to its people by taking steps towasd making major changes 
in its training and development efforts. Specifically, the two areas of skills training 
requiring the most focus, according to respondents, are oriented to technical and 
interpersonal issues. Many respondents believe that if OEMs expect to improve 
their competitive position, all lcvels of the workforce need to receive increased 
training in the "soft" skills such as reconciling conflict, facilitation. group decision 
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malung, and mentoring. Without such training, there is little chance of developing 
cooperative working relationships among managers, workers, andlor suppliers. 

Senior executives interviewed are concerned about the growing shortage of quali- 
fied engineers within the automotive industry. Early retirements and a wide age gap 
among the induswj's engineers require an increased effort in technical training to 
ensure long- term viability. Some believe that a shortage of over 350,000 qualified 
engineers will exist by the end of the decade. Moreover, 50% of the industry 
workforce will retire by the end of the century. As new technology is introduced into 
the marltetplace, the need for technical training accelerates. An increase in appren- 
ticeship programs is felt to be an excellent way in which to increase the sliill level 
of the hourly worlcforce. 

The key to developing cooperative working relationships among managers and 
worlcers starts with good performance review programs. Some believe that such 
programs provide an excellent opportunity for managers to work with their people 
in an effort to evaluate their desire to remain with the company as well as to establish 
appropriate career paths. Not only does this relationship-building exercise help to 
boost employee morale, but it identifies potential training needs, allowing for logical 
lateral transfers as well as technical career paths that are often compensated 
comparably to management paths. Further. it reinforces the desired behavior and 
establishes expectations. 

Although the benefits of lateral moves and cross functional assignments are 
recognized by all respondents, some believe that the current pace and duration of 
new assignments outweigh benefits because they are too disruptive and lackaproper 
development period. In some cases, respondents felt that the current pace and 
duration of new assignments is inadequate and needs to be increased. 

On the issue of job security, the message was repeated in interviews many times: 
OEMs tend to have a short-term focus resulting in a visible lack of commitment to 
its workforce. This problem has been complicated by the latest downsizing efforts 
made by companies in their struggle to remain competitive. 

Barriers to Change 
Identifying and understanding those barriers which are more frequently encoun- 
tered, and more serious, can help in implementing improvement efforts, setting 
expectations, and measuring progress. 

Our survey listed 26 typically encountered barriers, and grouped them according to 
topical categories: 

Business Systems-baniers related to identification and measurement of 
change 

Strategy Implementation-barriers related to planning, timing, and commu- 
nication 
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@ ManagementLeadership-barriers related to management actions 

Culture-barriers related to existing structure and behavior 

When questioned on the frequency with which barriers have impeded efforts to 
become more competitive, again, the average responses show little variance by 
individual barrier. Responses are tightly clustered around the central response 
choice: "sometimes." (Response choices ranged on a five-point scale from "very 
often9' to "seldom.") 

The survey also aslted respondents to rate the seriousness of bamers encountered. 
Our analys~s showed significant and strong linkage between lhese ratings for 
frequency and seriousness. (Strong linkage between frequency and seriousness may 
imply they are different dimensions of the same underlying event.) In any case, 
analysis showed that the more frequent the barrier, the more serious the barrier. And 
this was true for all 26 of the barriers presented. 

Again, in spite of the tight clustering around "sometimes encountered" for all 

Business as usual, or the effect of barriers, the differences are important to highlight. The percentage responding with 
""very oftenlfairly often" respoi~ses range from a high of 57 percent on "business as 

status quo, is rated the most usual" to alow of 23 percent on "resistance of organizedlabor." It would appear that 
few barriers are seen as either overwhelming or nonexistent. (See Chart 4-2.) 

frequently encountered barrier. 
Business as usual, or the effect of status quo, is rated the most frequently 
encountered barrier (and the most serious), with 57 percent of respondents 
reporting verylfairly often encountered. 

Short time horizon for management decisions is rated second with 53 percent 
rating it verylfairly often encountered. 

Middle management resistance is rated by 46 percent of respondents as a 
verytfairly often encountered barrier. 

Insufficient resources are rated by 47 percent of respondents as frequently 
encountered, followed closed by the related barriers of inadequate time 
required for change and failure to implement a planning process for change, 
both of which are rated high by 40 percent of respondents. 

Some barriers that receive considerable industry attention and discussion are 
actually among the lowest barriers: 

Organized labor resistance 

Shop floor resistance 

Older workforce resistance 

* Inadequate funds and/or time for training 

Failure to provide incentives for change 
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Chart 4-2: Barriers Which Impede Change 

n 
It would appear that few barriers 

are seen as either overwhelming 

or nonexistent. 

1 Relatively More Frequent Relatively Less Frequent ! 

The differences between 

manufacturers' and suppliers' 

views on barriers are not 

substantial. In general, all 

barriers are rated as less frequent 

(and serious) by suppliers. 

One of the most interesting aspects of these responses on barriers is their apparent 
unfocused nature. No categoq of barriers shows higher average ratings than other 
categories. For example, change effort inconsistencies with current reward struc- 
tures are acknowledged by respondents as barriers, but notratedmore frequent than 
other barriers-and incentives are rated relatively low. Often the ratings appear to 
be counter to conventional wisdom. For example, "difficulties in measuring the 
costs and benefits of change" are rated more frequent than "challenges to the existing 
power structure and authority relationships." 

Another barrier to change that has received considerable industry attention, but 
ranks low in terms of concern among top executives is how the industry will raise 
the capital necessary to finance the many investments required to accomplish 
important transitions over the next decade. Qualitative research participants from 
the Big Three say that they would use only internally generated funds, or retained 
earnings, to finance new projects in an attempt to avoid over-leveraging the industry. 
If debt is used to finance new programs and the products do not meet their 
expectations, serious problems will arise. 
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They also indicated that there would be more limitations on capital considerations 
which would make their investment trade-off decisions even more difficult. An 
interesting note to these responses is the recent offerings of new stock by Chrysler 
and Ford, as well as the recent sell tollease back arrangement tha; General Motors 
has made for its Sa1,urn equipment. Advanced R&D consortia are being formed to 
address costly new technologies that companies cannot afford to invest in alone, 

The differences be tjveen manufacturers' and suppliers' views or1 barriers are not 
substantial. Suppliers do rate resistance of molder workforce as more frequent than 
do assemblers, and failure to involve employees was also rated more frequent by 
suppliers. Assemblers rate difficulty in identifying and rneasurirlg the benefits of 
change much higher than suppliers. In general, most barriers are rated as less 
frequent (and serious) by suppliers. 

Linking Focus an Improvements with Barriers 
It is valuable to understand how barriers relate to specific focus efforts so they can 
be anticipated and, hereby, more easily and quickly overcome. Linkage means that 
the greater the focus on particular improvement efforts, the less frequently certain 

It appears the focus on barriers are encountered. 

communications and involvement ManagemeniLeadership barriers such as lack of top management clear goals, lack 

of employees is not complemented of clew vision for c hange, and lack of resources or incentives for cllange link to over 
70 percent of the focus efforts. These types of barriers are less frequently encoun- 

by a focus on structural changes tered where overall improvement focus is strong. 

such as career development and On the other hand, barriers related to "cultural factors" such as resistance fromolder, 

reward systems. 
shop floor, and orgimizedlabor, and challenges to existing power structures) link to 
only about 30 percent of the improvement efforts. Cultural barriers are not less 
frequently encounzered even when improvement focus is strong. There are many 
isolated success stories of improved competitiveness in the industry. However, 
these are too old (Team Taurus) or isolated (Saturn) to prove that things have 
changed. Such improvements have not yet been institutionalized and embedded in 
the broader corporate culture. 

Comparing Success Factors to '6Co;lompetitiveness'9 
To correlate survey finlngs with an "objective or external measure" of com- 
petitiveness, OEM ratings of suppliers were used. While these rrlight also in some 
sense be subjective, they are tied to business success. Once again, our interest is in 
determining if corr~petitive standing or results are correlated with change efforts or 
barriers encountered. Public lists of suppliers who had received quality awards from 
the OEMs were used; the OEMs included were Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, 
Honda, lklazda, Nissan, Toyota and NUMMI. 

Most OEM quality awards are based on points awarded during site visits for 
specified items under quality, cost competitiveness, and productivity. These mul- 
tidimensional measures are used to rate suppliers. Our proxy of competitiveness, the 
total number of quality awards received by a supplier was summed, then divided by 
the number of eligible vehicle customers they reported. Since vehicle company 
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awards ase typically tied to aparticular facility, suppliers oftenreceivedmore awards 
than the number of customers they reported. This resulted in the following 
brealtdown of suppliers: 

Level of Quality Award Ratio % of Survey Sample 

Low None 50% 

Medium Fewer than 3 35% 

High Greater than 4 15% 

Some interesting patterns emerged from this analysis. For example, when asked how 
the successful car company of .the yeas 2000 would differ from today, high quality 
suppliers were least likely to agree that it would be managed more for a process 
capability basis tharz a purely results oriented basis. So, it appears that although 
quality awards have been criticized for focusing too much on process, these high 
scoring companies are quite outcome-oriented. 

When analyzing the importance of differentiating factors for vehicles in the U.S. 
marketplace in the year 2000, some opinion differences did emerge. High quality 
suppliers rated technical features as more important than low or medium rated 
suppliers. Design and s ~ l i n g  was seen as more important by high and medium 
quality companies, as compared to low quality rated companies. This priority placed 
on technical and design aspects may point toward the basis of differentiation in the 
future. 

Conzparing Barriers to Conzpetitiveuzess 
Using the same competitiveness groupings, we looked at the relationship between 
competitive standing and severity of barriers encountered. We found that high-and 
medium-rated suppliers had reported more failure to properly implement a Iplan- 
ning fop cha~zge'process. It might be that low quality companies have not done any 
planning for change. Oddly, the most resistance to change by organized labor or on 
the shop floor was experienced by the medium-quality companies. A possible 
explanation might be that the medium and high-rated suppliers have both tried to 
innovate. with the highs achieving more success, while the low-rated suppliers are 
slow out of the gate. 

In addition, we looked at competitive standing and seriousness of barriers encoun- 
tered. The medium quality respondents stood out as being most concerned about the 
seriousness of two barriers: 

Difficulty of identifying and measuring cost of change 

Shop floor resistance. 

Commentary and Conclusions 
Respondents' companies appear to lack sharp focus in their improvement efforts. 
Though communications are relatively more important, there are no clear "improve- 
ment effort" consensus leaders. Perhaps it may be difficult to distinguish and 
prioritize among the valuable and less valuable-not because management intends 
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it to be so, but because there are so many important improvementis to accomplish. 
Companies appear to find it difficult to select a limited number of strategic, long- 
tern1 improvement efforts-and apply substantial resources to them. 

There are. of course, some good tliings happening. A clear emphasis on employee 
involvement and use of teams is apparent. Sharing knowledge, joint planning, and 
coordination of efforts among various departments and across formal organization 
lines is of primary importance to car companies loday. This is promising, since the 
importance of communication and increased ~neeraction throughout the organiza- 
tion can hardly be denied. h d  use of "quasi-organizationay groups that come 
together to share information and ensure a smooth flow of work among departments 
is most encouraging. 

However, it appears the focus on communications and involvement of employees 
is not complemented by a focus on structural changes such as career development 
and reward systems. Without focusing on rewards and career opportunities, all the 
talk (communications) and team structuring in the world is likely to be only 
superficially effective and fall to provide its full benefits. 

Respodents have some difficulty 
?'he tight clustering around "sometimes encountered" responses to such a long list 

differentiating among the hmrriers of different barriers might indicate that respondents had experienced many barriers, 

that are most challenging and 
in approximately the same relative frequency, and that they presented about the 
same level of seriousness or difficulty to overcome. But it more likely indicates that 

damaging-and those fhak have respondents have some difficulty (again) differentiating among barriers that are 
most challenging and damaging-and those that have less impact on actual 

!@§s impact O n  actual achievement acl.iievement of improvement. 

of improvement. There is a paradox which management must face, and resolve, highlighted in the 
analysis of barriers. The top two rated barriers are "business as usual," i.e.. the 
tremendous power of status quo thinking, pressure, and behavior; and short time- 
horizon, i t . .  you don't have much time for a given improvement. effort to deliver 
results. Thus the paradox: it takes time to make real change happen, and yet if.things 
don't change quicldy the effort is likely to be forsaken or the n~les  of the game 
changed. This is a serious problem when attempting to achieve focused, sustained 
improvement. 

Companies also face numerous other dilemmas as they seek 1-0 improve their 
competitiveness for the year 2000. When aslted which of these dilemmas present 
particular problems at most North American OEMs and s~~ppliers. top executives 
say that the following were the ones which presented the greatest challenges: 

Job security v. supplier partnerships is an enigma that requires striking a 
delicate balance for which there is currently no right answer. The OEMs can 
provide job security for their workers by insourcing work, 'but that threatens 
supplier partnerships. Conversely, outsourcing can strengthen supplier 
relationships, bul threatens the OEM's workforce job security. Clearly, a 
difficult balance must be achieved, because job security and supplier 
relations are both important to the OEMs' improvement efforts. 
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* The issue of individual vs, team rewards presents a problem in that compa- 
nies understand that they must quickly move toward developing team- 
oriented reward and recognition programs, but not forget that team leaders 
are still essential to making these programs effective. One Big Three 
executive conveys aconcem derived frompersonal experience: rewards and 
performance systems are tough to implement for group effosts, and yet there 
still must exist some type of individual recognition. 

The issue of employee morale vs, downsizing for efficiency is one that will 
not go away, as companies find that there is no end to paring down in terms 
of staffing, Clearly, companies must reduce their workforces to achieve cost 
efficiencies. but these appear to threaten morale. The key, say these execu- 
tives, is having a safety net in place. People operate more effectively when 
they lmow that programs such as worthwhile evaluations, outplacement 
service, and the like exist. 

Putting the issue of long term goals v. short term necessities into perspective 
is key. Once it is identified, the strategy for responding to the challenges 
facing the industry in relation to the company's vision for itself must be 
communicated by senior management to all levels of the company. 

There is an additional problem. "Business as usual" is seen as the major barrier, yet 
less extensive focus is placed on changing reward structures, such as expanding 
financial and nonfinancial rewards, team-based rewards, longer time basis for 
rewards, and more stable reward systems. In short, the very actions most likely to 
motivate changed behavior are not being implemented. 

Similarly, a common thread can be found in the survey data, which shows the effect 
of status quo thinking as the most frequently encountered barrier to change, and the 
inteniiews with industry executives who cite resistance to change as the major 
banier to changing their internal stmcture. The cultural resistance to change in the 
auto industry is further entrenched, after having functioned for so many years 
without the need to change. Other barriers to change were mentioned by these 
executives and follow in no particular order: 

a Lack of resources (capital availability) 

Bweaucratic and administrative baniers 

Reward and evaluation system 

Divergence of goals from competing divisions 

* Lack of communication of company expectations 

Lack of training and education 

Short term profit focus 
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However. it is positive and encouraging to see that the current emphasis on people 
does worlc. Involving people and creating a greater amourit of interaction appear 20 
provide return for the effort. For those companies indicating a foc~ns on employee- 
related improvement efforts, our linkage analysis shows the frequency of barriers 
encourltered is lower. 

The incerdependent nature of the way a company operates requires that major 
changes must occur in other functional areas for one's own to achieve its major goals 
and changes. In interviews, top OEM management gave their impressions about this 
question, and made it clear that the changes lhat occur within their functional areas 
are supportive of the company's goals and strategic priorities. The OEMs identified 
four areas in which major change needs to occur: 

Understand and respect other functions: an often mentioned change. Ac- 
cording to respondents, accomplishing such change requires either cross- 
functional job assignments, or assignments to platform and other teams that 
are multi-functional and multi-level. 

It is positive and encouraging to Improve service to internal customers: Companies must encourage internal 
customer satisfaction initiatives across functional boundaries. 

see that the current emphasis sn 
Process flow analysis: Managers must take a close look at current processes 

people does work, lnvoiving and perform value analysis studies, and non-value-added lunctions need to 

people and creating a greater be eliminated for better resource utilization. 

amount of interaction appear to Change reward system to promote specific behavior: Unfortunately, most 
reward systems are gexedmore toward individual performance than a team 

provide return for the eRort. orientation. Thus, they do little to foster anything but individual functional 
behavior and often subvert the benefits of taking a team approach. 

Those respondents indicating a relatively higher degree of focus on many improve- 
ment efforts, tended to report a relatively lower incidence of barriers across the 
board. This may be due to high intercorrelation among focus on general improve- 
ment efforts and barriers. However, companies cannot assume that 'doing lots of 
things" works, because all improvement efforts do not affect barriers equally, and 
some probably havc no effect. Our analysis of the relationship ber.ween "competi- 
tiveness" (as indicated by quality award receipt) and vietvs on success factors and 
barriers to change showed some interesting perspectives, but no real patterns. This 
would seem to support the contention that improvement efforts have not been 
institutionalized in most companies. 
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The automotive industry faces many challenges, including eroding market share, 
rapidly changing customer demands, competition from world-class contenders, 
lack of worlcforce job security, and business processes that are often outdated, 
cumbersome, and costly. Each of these challenges offers significant opportunity to 
improve competitiveness. 

The findings of this report indicate that to achieve Live industry leadership. the car 
company of the future must radically advance its competitive and operating 
situation. 

Why This Prescaz'ption 1s 'smperatkve for the IndusQ 
The U.S. automotive industry needs to be dramatically improved if it is to be assured 
a compeliti~ie position in the global marketplace. As reported in our survey.  he 
modest pace of implementation and lack of focused efforts occurring m the industry 
today are not sufficient for ensuring competitive success. In order to accomplish this, 
the car company of the future xriust invest in enacting dramatic change and business 
process innovation must be central to it. Business process innovation is no simple 
endeavor. but it does make the difference between playing catch up and becorning 
an industry leader. 

The way the automotive industry conducts business today has been ingrained by 
almost a century of tradition. It is just now beginning to understand that viewing 
its operations from an organizational process perspective can provide tremendous 
competitive advantage. Therefore, the industry faces perhaps the greatest challenge, 
because business process innovation requires rethinking the way an organization 
conducts business. 11 requires a rediscovery of customer expectations and new 
revelations about how to provide them with value-added sewice. 
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In this chapter, we discuss business process innovation and why it is vital to the 
survival of the automotive industy, cite examples of successful efforts within and 
outside of the industry and, finally, review the steps and critical success factors 
necessary to achieve the kind of dramatic changes possible through this approach. 

Business Process Innovation: An Approach to Enacting Dramatic 
Change 

Business processes are the activities that combine to produce specific outcomes for 
specific customers or markets, or specific internal users, e.g., the creation of a new 
product or service involves research, design, manufacturingldelivery, and market- 
ing activities. Business process innovation (BPI) is an approach to reengineering 
major business processes so that they are driven not by an historical functional 
orientation, but by the outcomes required to drive down cost, improve responsive- 
ness, and serve customers. 

Each business process innovation initiative starts with a vision of the future state 
which encompasses how a company would take advantage of the most innovative 
technologies, organizational concepts, and process designs available if it were not 
constrained by its existing infrastructure. Such a vision requires an understanding 

Reengineering involves describing of customer requirements and information technology and its enablement potential. 
It also requires bold imagination, strong conviction, a knowledge of what has been 

the new process, and redefining 
done by others, willingness to take risks and. of course, the leadership to commu- 

the organization so that the nicate the goals and translate them into a compelling new reality. This vision 
contains statements of how the company is to operate, descriptions of business 

redesigned process may be performance and principles. the flexibility and integration of technology, and 
organizational empowements. 

executed properly. 
Once this vision is formulated, reengineering of the targeted process begins. 
Reengineering involves describing the new process and technology, and redefining 
the organization so that the redesigned process may be executed properly. To reach 
this level of definition, customer requirements. both internal and external, are 
documented, roles and responsibilities assigned, benchmarking for innovative ideas 
performed, and technology enablers and trends researched and evaluated. 

A prototype is created to test the feasibility of the reengineered process and 
environment. Additionally, a costhenefit risk analysis and transition plan are 
developed to outline the activities and phasing necessary to achieve the future state. 

The cost/benefit/risk analysis describes the investment required, the projected 
benefits, and the corresponding risks which together illustrate how well the team is 
able to meet aggressive objectives established by senior management. The targeted 
objectives are typically ambitious to drive innovative thinking and achieve an 
accelerated pace of improvement. Examples of ambitious objectives are: 

Reducing working capital requirements by a factor of four. For instance, if 
a company currently requires $50 million in worlung capital to run its 
business (inventory, accounts receivable, etc.), a fourfold improvement 
would translate into freeing up over $36 million which can be invested in 
bringing new products to market or upgrading manufacturing facilities. 
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Shrinking product development lead time by a factor of five. For example, 
reducing acompany 's unspent time to marlcet of 44. months (good by today's 
U.S. standards) to 9 months would result in enormous benefits in terms of 
increased revenue, flexibility in reacting to market and competitive needs, 
and reduced costs. I11 most cases today, it could mean the difference between 
survival, success or failure. 

Bniproving customer order to cash in time, quality, and cost by a factor of ten. 
For a c o q a n y  which currenlly has a true cost of$1500per order and an order 
to cash cycle lime of 100 days, this would result in a new order cost of $150 
within a cycle time of I0 days. For a company that write half a million orders 
a yeari this would mean a staggering cost reduction of $675 million. 

The decision to launch areengineering effort and establish aggressive objectives can 
be rooted in several factors: 

Customers demand better senlice 

Fierce competition resulting in decreased margins and reduced revenue 

iEf an organization reaches the Deterioration of financial performance 

point at which it can no longer 
@ Bloated cost structure 

sustain a competitive improvement Visionary leadership 

rate with a current process, the A reengineered process that achieves such objectives is the true competitive 

process must be redesigned, advantage. 

Examples of SslccessfFul BPS: Efforts 
A number of companies have achieved quantum change through reengineering 
effom. They have moved past improvement to innovation and beyond, obtaining 
incremental gains to realizing dramatic advances. Examples of such efforts include: 

A large automotive supplier institutes a concurrent engineering process that 
cuts the lime it talces to develop a new product from 20 weeks to 20 days and 
increases customer acceptance threefold. 

An electrical utility redesigns its overall procurement process, collapsing the 
time to execute a standard purchase order from 1.5 days to a half day, and 
reducing the cost of the transaction from $90 to $10. 

An international equipment manufacturer reengineers all1 elements in its 
sales-to-collection processes. New processes are documented, prototyped, 
validated and the future state includes identification of irnmediate quality 
time, and cost improvements that help reposition the company in its 
marketplace. 
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Chart 5-1: Qzlantum Leap Iinprovements Tlzro~tgh Biisiness Process Innovation 
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These companies have taken a dramatic step forward. They have achieved quantum 
change in the fundamental way that they do business and, most importantly, they 
have redefined the way they meet the needs and requirements of their customers. 

Taking A Process View Offers Dramatic Possibilities 
Wow does one move forward into business process innovation? The first priority is 
to thoroughly understand the processes that are inherent to the organization so that 
key processes for reengineering can be targeted. Most companies manage their 
processes vertically to accommodate the organizational structure of the business 
and functional units. Yet, most processes actually flow horizontally across func- 
tional departments and business groups and even out to external organizations. It is 
the reengineering of these processes across functional lines that will allow the car 
company of the future to achieve improvements of quantum magnitude. 

Many of the problems the industry faces do not yield sufficient gain from tactical 
improvements or even continuous improvements. Continuous improvement, how- 
ever, does provide the foundation for business process innovation. As illustrated in 
Chnvt.5-1, continuous improvement efforts can result in progress. If an organization 
reaches the point at which it can no longer sustain a competitive improvement rate 
with a current process, that process must be redesigned. This juncture, the plateau 
of improvement, provides the starting point for business process innovation. 
Continuous improvement, ultimately, will support improvement of the redesigned 
process as well. 

Following are the overall business processes, or megaprocesses, that exist in most 
companies. as they appear in the automotive industry (See Chart 5-21, 

Executive processes deal with decision making, the overall direction of the 
organization, and the strategic vision for five to ten years into the future, including 
strategic planning. Executive support systems, decision support systems, and cash 
management are integral to these processes. 
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Chart 5-2: Process View: Enterprise B~tsiness Process Model 
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Support processes relate to human resources and activities that deal with finance, 
including how books are closed and how the general ledger and various financial 
statements are generated. 

Gaining new business involves the way in which an organization obtains new 
orders from cuslomers. In the automotive business, for example, this process relates 
to how orders are generated from customers and how these orders are then lranslated 
into dealer orders, production plans, manufacturing requirements, and allotments 
and allocations. These are then converted into assembly schedules, supplier orders, 
receipts of material, invoices, and cash. 

Product hervice design processes include the design of new products and the 
process by which customer requirements are captured and widerstood. This 
includes programs such as General Motor's "Adona Lisa," for example. which 
breaks down conipetitive products, performs value analysis on those products, and 
then proposes possible changes to current and future product. It is, in essence, the 
entire stream of new product development activity-Ford's "world-class timing 
effort," General Motors' "four-phase process, " Chysler's platform development 
teams, and Nissan's heavyweight manager approach. Understanding the total 
approach requires taking a closer look at its ltey components: the teams, the 
individuals. the length of t ~ m e  involved, the steps. and the exit criteria. 

Suppliers will continue to play a substantive role in the product design process which 
has both positive as well as negative implications. They must become more involved 
in the design process to better position themselves for obtaining new business, to 
contribute product laowledge and innovative capabilities which will, ultimately, 
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Identifying major cost drivers, 
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requirements and, finally, defining 

and building on core 
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considerations an organization 

must make when targeting 
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create a better product. However, investment in people and tooling can put a strain 
on supplier resources creating a vulnerability to historical OEM practices of 
essentially complete internal control over product development. 

Operations address how a product is manufactured and how an organization 
interfaces with its suppliers. It addresses the amount of time it takes to conbest a 
manufacturing process from producing or assembling one part to another-the 
changeover time. It also addresses lead lime-the amount of time it takes to produce 
a part from inception to delivery. 

After-sale suppose deals with jobbers, distributors, dealers, and warranty issues. It 
includes how orders are received from the after-market environment and converted 
into pans requirements for distribution centers or suppliers as well as how a product 
is ultimately shipped and billed. 

Once a basic understanding of the major processes is achieved, it is time to begin 
targeting specific sub-processes for improvement. When this step is undertaken, it 
is important to consider the scope of each process, its overall "health," strategic 
relevance, and the associated change management issues. 

Identifying Targeted Processes 
It is critical to analyze core competencies, strategic intent and priorities, and the 
competitive environment in order to analyze those process which can be leveraged. 
This analysis provides the starting point for business process innovation. A number 
of additional issues must also be addressed: the customer, competition, and external 
marketplace. 

Because the automotive industry operates within a highly competitive, customer- 
driven marketplace that has become extremely sophisticated, the organization's 
view of the externalmarketplace is critical to identifying customer needs. One major 
advantage of reengineering a business process is that a customer focus can be built 
into the redesigned process. Vital to this endeavor, however. and one of the key 
efforts that an organization must make as it targets a process, is to ensure that these 
quantum improvements are visible and provide value to the customer. A second area 
of consideration is the cost of doing business. Identifying major cost drivers, 
understanding customer requirements and, finally, defining and building on core 
con~petencies are all considerations an organization must make when targeting 
processes. 

The Phases sf Business Process Innovation 
The following section highlights the five phases of business process innovation: 
assessment, reengineering, design, construction, and implementation. (See Chart5 
3.) The keys to a successful reengineering effort include: 

Senior leadership must have the vision and commitment. 

The buy-in strategy must be planned and initiated early. 
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Chart 5-3: An Approach to Process Innovation 

1 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 1 

! Cross-Functional Team I 
Training 

Project Management 

Change Management 

Costhenefitlrisk analysis must be thorough 

Team stmckme and integration is crucial. 

Information management capability is important, but organizational change 
management is key. 

Phase 1: Assessment---Settirag The IIrnprovernent~mnsvation Agenda 
A project team---consisting of cross-functional leaders-identifies the nature, 
extent, and pace of change required to meet customer, competitive, regulatory, and 
stakeholder requirements. All relevant options are considered, from expanding to 
downsizing, diversifying to retrenching, building new capabilities to outsourcing. 
Typically, anumber of immediately actionable process improvements are identified 
along with process innovation targets. 

Phase 2: Reengineering 
The project teamcreates avision of the future state of the business processes targeted 
for innovation, This then Is translated into a process design incorporating tecbnol- 
ogy enablers, reengineered work flows, skill requirements, a d  performance 
measurementlreporting systems. New organizational designs are developed that 
support the reengineered processes. The future state plans and designs are tested to 
ensure they will actually work. Based on an evaluation of current process flows, 
technology, organizational structures and culture. and performance outputs, a 
transition plan is developed. 

Phase 3: Design 
Elements are specified in detail: new policies, procedures, and work flows; data 
requirements; computer hardware, software, and telecomunicaf ons; organiza- 
tional models; and transition requirements. 
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Phase 4: Construction 
The new processes, technology platforms and human resources/organizational 
structures are developed, prototyped, tested. and refined. Implementation require- 
ments and timetables are determined. 

Phase 5: Implementation 
Education and training is provided to employees, customers, and suppliers who are 
irnpactcd by the process change. Tne new processes, systems, and perfomance 
measures are 'turned on.'' Planning for continuing evolv-tion and improvement 
begins. 

A more detailed description of each phase is presentedin the appendix of this report. 

Lessons Learned 

Our field-tested experience has shown that the following factors are essential in m y  
business process innovation effort: 

Senior leadership must commit the right people and their own time 

Technology is important, but people and change management efforts are 
critical. 

Efforts must be driven from the top reengineering czar: consensus manage- 
ment style won't work. 

Stakes in the ground and guidelines are important. 

Prototype initiative is valuable for the team, operations, and customers. 

Design of process, people, and technology must be integrated and holistic 
with implementations phased. 

The vision of the Future State must be innovative, real and robust, 

Initiation of the team and the first steps in the pre-visioning state to implementation 
roll-out and realization of benefits can range from three to five years. The variation 
in time is dependent upon; 

Size of the company. 

Product line variations. 

* Magnitude and complexity of the targeted process. 

Consumer intensity of customer and competitive pressures. 

Resources that can be applied. 

* Degree of sustaining commitment from the leadership. 
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Conclusion 
Never before has the industry had to innovate as rapidly and thoroughly as present 
day circumstances demand. In the past, growth and prosperity occurred despite 
adverse condtions and by merely maintaining the status quo. Never before have 
automotive manufacturers or suppliers needed to be architects of a grand new plan 
requiring multi-departmental, multi-functional cooperation driven by customer 
needs and expectations. Today, industry leaders need to be visionauies and master 
builders. The internal organizational factors are critical: to actually reconstruct 
reward and recognition systems, and to establish new measurement methods that 
encourage desired behavior, Our survey results suggest that mai~y of these changes 
are slowly talung place. However, the automotive industry must prepare for radical 
change. According to one industry executive, "The pain of change has become less 
than tlie pain of staying the sa.me." 
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Phase I: Assessment 

Once aprocess has been targeted for reengineering, acurrent-state assessment of the 
process is conducted. 

Current State Process Assessment and Doeumelztation 
Targeting a major process for reengineering using input from its customers enables 
acompany to better understand its external and internal environments. The company 
then performs the current-state assessment of how the mega-process is to be 
executed. This involves developing a detailed work flow diagram and by identifying 
the resources associated with the process, including inputs, outputs, and transforma- 
tion activities. Additionally, it includes defining the value-added ,and non-value- 
added activities, quality defects, and cycle time requirements associated with that 
process. This is done in order to: 

* Ensure an accurate understanding of the current enviromeat. 

Provide a base line to perform a cost-benefit risk analysis 

* Establish priorities 

Identify investment opportunities 

Characterizing the current-state assessment by producing a work-flow diagram of 
the process allows a company to review the associated cost, head count, and 
resources involved in executing this process. In addition, the quality, the defects, and 
the rework associated with this process must be assessed. 

One area where cycle time improvements could lead to significant savings is 
customer order to vehicle delivery which ranges from 35-80 days with more than 
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half of that time consumed by the manipulation of paper. This is caused by the 
planning and allocation process, systems that are not integrated, and measurements 
that do not emphasize cycle time in the value chain. By attacking customer order to 
deliveiy time, customers are served faster, manufacturing inventory shrinks, 
overhead costs are reduced, and dealer Aoor plan inventory is decreased. If six 
million cars are being sold each year, a50% reduction in customer order to delivery 
time (60 days down to 30 days) results in a savings of 1.5 million cars in inventory. 
At an average cost per vehicle of S15.000, this will result in a savings of S1 .I25 
billion. 

Another area where cycle timeis critical is in new product development. While much 
progress has been made in this area-the average design-to-delivery cycle has been 
reduced from 50-60 months to 44-48 months-we can still do much better. Many 
foreign competitors, primarily from the Pacific Rim, fall within a 36-month 
production time frame. With product life cycles shrinking. examining the process 
from a time-related penpective is critical. An increasing shortage of qualified 
engineers, and the need to reduce overhead costs requires that issues regarding 
product life cycle be addressed. Maximizing operations efficiencies calls for the 
successful car company of the future to determine very specifically the time frame 
in which each incremental activity is performed. 

Within this phase. companies must identify where value-added activity exists. 
Short-term opportunities for focused improvements typically emerge at this stage. 
These improvements can be implemented immediately, but it is also important that 
they remain consistent with the focus and direction of the reengineering effort and 
do not detract from management's ultimate objective. 

Pre- Visioning 
Pre-visioning refers to a series of group sessions in which the results of different 
analyses are presented to prepare the organization for future-state visioning, perhaps 
the most crucial activity in any reengineering effort. Benchmarking for best 
practices and investigation of powerful, new information technologies are perhaps 
the most important of these. Each of these activities form a "tool box" which can be 
accessed by the team during the visioning process, ultimately defining the new 
process (See Chart 5-4), Pre-visioning workshops, performed simultaneously with 
other activities, are designed to introduce and facilitate an awareness of these new 
tools. This exercise senres as the key enabler in designing a new process that is 
unhampered by preexisting limitations and provides for a valuable forum in which 
to discuss future possibilities. 

Benchmarking 
Interviews with key automotive executives indicate that the industry is cuwently 
benchmarking product features and functions as well as quality and productivity 
performance. The information collected in this study suggests that the car company 
of the future must move beyond merely benchmarking outputs to benchmarking 
process design. This type of benchmarking is effective for captwing innovative 
ideas and lessons learned, and for demonstrating process feasibility. These best 
practices, in conjunction with technology enablement. will ensure a future vision of 
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Chart 5-4: Future Visioning-Key Activities 
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the universe of best practices-to go "beyond the best." 

pieces to put those changes into 

Enablement Opportunities 
The objective of this activity is to create atechnology "tool box" with which the team 
can move into the visioning activity carrying with them a thorougla understanding 
of the technology available and projected to be available in die near term (two years). 
This activity includes investigating new and emerging technologies such as 
notebook computers, decentralized systems, security comnica t ion ,  new applica- 
tions, or knowledge-based software that might be used for capturing market 
information, vehicle diagnostics, or supplier-manufacturer communication. New 
technologies must be tracked as to how they may be used in the future vision of a 
procas. It also requires the analysis of how information is capbred and how 
linkages between systems can be achieved. 

When a particular technology is not yet accessible, but may become commercially 
available in the near term, a company may have to confront the fact that it may be 
unable to reengineer with full functionality and, therefore, choose against this 
approach. In other cases, it may be too costly to wait, and alternative avenues may 
have to be explored. 

It is imperative to review the entire range of technology available--including that 
from the small softwart: houses to the Apples, DECs, the I-IPS, the IBMs and that 
which is scheduled for development and distribution in the future. By understanding 
what is technologically available, a company can create a future state vision of what 
it wants to become and assemble the appropriate pieces to put those changes into 
effect. 
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As in traditional product 

In addition to technology enablement, organization change management interven- 
tions must also be examined. As companies move through major change and 
reengineering, the human resources issues, specifically communications, perfor- 
mance appraisal methods, education and training, and mentosing are critical factors 
in implementing change. As in most, if not all major change initiatives, managing 
the people issues is the key to a successful reengineering effort. 

Visioning ofthe Future State 
The objective of developing a vision statement is to describe the company's future 
plans for conducting business, including how it will focus on product and service 
offerings, operating principles, and culhrral issues. As the road map that serves as 
a guide into the future, a vision statement contains clear definitions of key internal 
operating metrics. Typically, the statement should encompass desired state descrip- 
tions for people, process, and technology. The process, to be most effective. must 
be a stsuctwed process that enhances creativity with a focus on the business process. 

development, a key activity during Phase 2: Reengineering 

any reengineering effort is 
Designing the New Process 
In the reengineering phase, the process must be described, the organization and 

prototype testing. In this case, culture developed, and the technology enablers defined. Specifically, a multi- 
functional team will spend three to five days defining the new process. Inputs, 

however, it applies to the newly activities, outputs, dependencies, andmeasures are discussedin detail. For example, 
if the process is customer order to delivery, the team would identify how orders are 

designed process rather than a to be received, the associated activities necessasy, outputs derived from the activity, 

product. dependencies (e.g., piicing, allocations): and appropriate measures for monitoring 
purposes. 

After this first week, two types of testing occur. The team engages in a process by 
which highly specific questions are raised for the purpose of challenging the 
fundamental process. The answers to these questions are tested against the process. 
The second form of testing involvesreviewing the vision and conceptual description 
of the process with others to obtain feedback and additional suggestions on the 
process redesign. This could involve dealers, customers, plant personnel, human 
resource representatives, UAW leadership, and information systems people. 

Following this testing, the team reassembles, incorporates the feedback, and carries 
the process description to the next level of detail. The iterations and testing continue 
for approximately 4-6 weeks until enough detail and comfort exists with which to 
determine the performance attributes, division of work, organizational charactesis- 
tics, and the required technology and associated applications. This then becomes the 
input to the prototype. 

Changemanagement and human resource issues become critical at this stage. As the 
team further defines the changed process, discussion is necessary about how the 
affected groups need to be organized and empowered, including training and 
development issues. 
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Prototype Testijzg 
As in traditional product development, a key activity during any reengineering effort 
is prototype testing. l[n this case, however, it applies to .the newly designed process 
rather than a product. Prototype and test activities determine whether the objectives 
and metrics developed in the vision statement have been met. This is accomplished 
through simulation and prototyping. Essentially, a moclted-up process is con- 
structed. Refinement is ongoing and occurs in an iteralive fashion. The prototype 
drives customer requirements for the detailed design and the next stage of systems 
development activity. The prototype then becomes an integral part of establishing 
requirements in the design phase as the organization begins to apply the necessary 
technology components. 

Cosk/Benefit Risk Analysis 
The cssthenefit risk analysis is performed concurrently with the development 
of a transition plan. The ideal process has been designed, but now it becomes 
necessary to lool< at every conceivable divergence. Examining extl-emely delailed 
relationships in the process architecture is characteristic of this phase. 

The ;kransition Plan 
The objectives of !he transition plan are to review and verify cos~ts and benefits: 
identify and address ley risks; and map out the specific activities and roles involved 
in the design and implementat~on phases. These activities and roles include those 
related to the design of the system, its construction, its roll-out, and the change 
management issues associated with these phases, which are many. Change manage- 
ment implications of this activity include, for example, developing education and 
training programs to support the new process; determining what the reporting 
hierarchy will be, and what measurements must be put in place to monitor the 
process over time. While concepfually, the re-engineered process may be elegant 
and in~iting, final decisions about its survival are based on risk, cost, and return on 
investment 

Phase 3: Design 
Critical steps in the design phase are the following: 

Process design 

Process/technology prototyping 

Detailed systems design 

Change management planning 

Transition planning 

Following the reengineering phase, and obtaining leadership approval of the cost/ 
benefitirisk analysis and the transition plan, more detailed process definition is 
required to operationalize the environment. The process must a1s.o drive and be 
linked to the information technology design. A systems analysis team will work 
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closely with the process definition team to design the applications and ensure its 
successful integration. 

Once the technology effort is underway, a significant amount of additional work is 
necessary in the areaof changemanagement. Planning, development, andexecution 
of effectivecommunications occurs to inform people of the nature of thereengineesing 
initiative, who is dnving the effort, the timetable, how they will be affected. and the 
projected benefits. The design and development of new training programs is critical 
to building the skill level necessary to function with the new process, technology, 
and environment. 

Performance appraisal and management activities must be designed to correspond 
to this new environment and encourage desired behavior. At the same time, new 
measurements are designed that are in concert with the vision and balance of both 
individual and team performance. Finally, reward, recognition, and compensation 
systems are designed. 

Phase 4: Construction 
The construction phase involves the actual building of procedures and systems 
necessary for rolling out and implementing the reengineered process and environ- 
ment. The systems and supporting architecture will vary in accordance with the 
complexity of the modified process. 

The implementation roll-out plan must be constmcted. Extensive work is required 
in phasing the activity, controlling the cost and minimizing the risk. The pace of 
implementation, a major issue to be dealt with, is influenced by the competitive 
environment, customer requirements, financial and human resources risk, and 
leadership commitment. 

Phase 5: Implementation 
The implementation process is complex, but not unlike the initiation of any major 
system, new facility or product launch. The implementation effort will build on the 
lessons leamed in the pilot activity and can be implemented with either a "big bang" 
approach or incrementally. 

The "big bang" approach could involve the implementation of a new product 
development approach where the activity is focused, can be managed without 
impacting the organization, and where a program or platform can be isolated and 
addressed. The implementation would involve providing education and training on 
the overall organizational design as well as how to use the new process and 
technology. The training in the new process, assignment of roles and responsibili- 
ties, and technology and measurement systems are executed and the technology 
installed. The Chrysler L/H program would be an example of this implementation 
approach. 

Another implementation approach might be employed if, for example, the 
reengineered process concerns customer order to cash. In this situation, the 
implementation may occur by car line, by plant, or by geographical delineation. 
For instance, an Oldsmobile '88 order-through-cash pilot implementation plan 
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To achieve quantum improvernent, 

organizational leadership must 

demonstrate vision, commitment 

to change, and a willingness to 

take risks. The pace of 

implementation must be 

aggressive, but must exemplify the 

ability to balance the resource 

requirements, and must manage 

and minimize risk. 

would embrace all Oldsmobile products and plants manufacturing the product 
employing a phased approach by zone andlor region. In this situation, the training 
requirements would be more extensive involving people at vaclous levels. In 
addition, the implementation of technology will also be phased over time, especially 
if the necessary applications are not immediately available. 

In the customer order to cash process, dealer systems, order management, produc- 
tion planning, assembly and component scheduling, invoicing and cash collections 
would be analyzed. Clearly, this is a major undertaking involving significant risk. 

Visioning and reengineering must address and redefine the entire megaprocess. 
However, implementation can be phased while remaining consistent wilh the 
desired state. If installing the new technology for the Oldsrnobile line is too complex 
and risky, then the implementation of the new dealer system, order management, 
produc.tion planning, and assembly scheduling can be installed with the remaining 
systems being maslted. These masked systems would then be eliminated and 
implemented at a later time. 

In the implementation of the new process and technology, many applications are 
linked and many processes are interdependent and parallel. For exa~mple, it is very 
difficult to achieve dramatic improvement in delivery by changing the order 
management system but not addressing configuration management and assembly1 
component scheduling. It is virtually impossible to commit to the delivery of a 
vehicle with its inherent pricing arrangements if the process and technology are not 
integrated. 

It is not recommended that implementation occur functionally. Ins tallation of the 
process by organization and technology, and then by sales, engineering, and 
purchasing, for example, is not effective because the process and technology are 
seamless and, therefore, cannot be segregated or implemented by function. Imple- 
menting the reengineered process incrementally by product and/or by region while 
effectively managing risk js the preferred approach and will yield the greatest 
benefits. 

Finally, the level of investment and risk cannot be ignored. Clearly, the pace of 
implementation is heavily influenced by cash flow and profitability. flowever, this 
must be balanced with customer requirements, competitive pressure, and the return 
on investment. The risk, while on the surface may appear to decrease over time, 
actually increases. The longer the tmplementation, the more traumatic for the 
people, the more changes in technology are needed, and the greater the potential 
dilution of leadership energy and commitment. 

To achieve quantum improvement, organizatiorlal leadership must demonstrate 
vision, commitment to change: and a willingness to take risks. The pace of 
implementation must be aggressive, but must exemplify the ability to balance the 
resource requirements, and must manage and minimize risk. 





We believe our findings represent The Car Company of the Future report presents an analysis of the environment and 
operating characteristics of car companies-U.S. manufacturers and suppliers-as 

'pinions and thinking the they see themselves and the industry by the year 2000. We present findings fromour 

industry's leaders, and show the survey and interviews, and draw conclusions about the pace and paths of change 
which are being traveled by car companies to reach their "decade a\v?yn destination. 

successes as well as the challenges 
We believe our findings represent the opinions and tliinking of the industry's 

facing automotive companies. leaders, and show the successes as well as the challenges facing automotive 
companies. This report documents a shared view of the future across a range of 
issues. In addition, we have tried to present new insights, perspectives, and 
prescriptions for increased future competitiveness, focusing particularly on the very 
important issues that relate lo people and manufacturerlsupplier re1;itionships. 

Our Car Company of the Future survey questionnaire and interviewlroundtable 
focuses on the views of senior management. The survey was mailed to approxi- 
mately 800 executives representing a selected. well-infornned sample of leading 
companies (and individuals) in both the assembler and supplier communities. It 
includes individuals from all major departments and functions in car companies: 
production, engineering, marketing, general management, and others. It represents 
manufacturers and suppliers for major categories of automotive products. We 
received approximately 240 responses-about a 30 percent response rate, with a 
representative distribution across the population. 

Data Collection 
Our research objectives were 1) to determine if there existed a shared view of the 
automotive business environment and operating characteristics in the future-the 
year 2000-and 2) to identify the change actions and initiatives which need to be 
taken to reach the desired future state. To that end, the data galhering and phased 
research process were defined and undertaken in the following manner. 
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Our philosophy and methodology 

was to include those elements of 

change that appeared to be of the 

highest priority. 

Interviews were conducted with 

senior executives at the top levels 

of management whose insights on 

the industry and its future were 

most helpful. 

Suwey Questionnaire: Quantitative data were collected in the spiing of 1991 using 
a comprehensive questionnaire to examine various dimensions of the "Car Com- 
pany of the Future," including the industry outlook, competitive issues and trends. 
industry change and transition efforts (pace of implementation, focus on change 
efforts), enablers of change. and barriers to change. It also elicited views on how the 
typical car company will look and operate in 2000, as well as what specific change 
actions are being taken now, and those that are still needed to reach a successful 
future state. 

In developing our survey, we did not attempt to create a complete inventory of all 
change actions, enablers, and barriers which car companies may have faced, or will 
face over the coming decade. Our philosophy and methodology was to include those 
elements of change which appeased to be of the highest prioritj7-those which have 
been previously presented by industry participants and experts in written or verbal 
form, in publications on automotive companies, and from our own experience. 
Though perhaps not absolutely all encompassing, the elements in our survey are 
certainly those generally held to be significant. 

Our preliminary analyses of these data were guided by two sets of questions. First, 
we asked how our respondents' views and actions might differ depending on their 
role in the industry. i.e., whether they are a supplier or OEM manufacturer. Second, 
we asked what might be the relationships among their views, expectations. and 
actions. To answer these questions. we relied on established statistical techniques 
commonly applied to survey responses. 

Where our interest was in establishing whether differences exist in the reports and 
views across groups, we used analysis of variance techniques. For example. we 
often compared manufacturers and suppliers with different major products to 
examine whether the difference was related to differences in expectations about the 
future. Where our interest was in establishing whether certain reports and views are 
associated with expectations or actions, we performed correlational analyses. Thus, 
we often explored how expectations about the future are related to reported 
activities today. 

Interviews and Roundtable Discussiolzs: Thirty-three interviews were conducted 
with senior executives from the industry in the spring/sumrner of 1991. These 
individuals are industry leaders at the top levels of executive management whose 
insights on the industry and its future were most helpful. Many of the executives 
interviewed hold the positions of chairman, chief executive, and executive vice 
president. Of the 33 interviewees, 42% were CEOs or president of a company or 
operating group, 36% were vice presidents, 12% were directors. and 10% held 
middle management titles. 

In an effort to achieve representativeness across the industry, the size of company 
was considered in addition to executive ranking. Top corporate and divisional 
personnel of each of the Big Three and two NAMs were selected to represent the 
vehicle manufacturers. Besides the major OEMs, participants were sought in the lop 
fifty suppliers as determined by automotive revenues reported in annual reports or 
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10K forms. Some medium and smaller suppliers were selected based upon industry 
reputation. The supply base interviews focused on the corporate presidents and 
included seven large, three medium-sized, two small. and two engineering service 
suppliers. The UAW also participated in a personal interview. 

Additionally, groups of executives participated in focused roundtable discussions 
conducted in two fonnats: 1) executives from one company representing the same 
function; and 2) executives from one company representing different functions. The 
objective of the roundtable discussions was to observe the interplay among the 
group members, and to do a qualitative "reality test7' of whetherimprc~vement efforts 
are truly cross-functional. 

Both the interviews and roundtable discussions covered a range of topics and issues 
affecting individual companies and the industry as a whole. These include strategic 
priorities for 2000, internal transitionslchanges to 2000, employee development, 
sources for financing, and aparticular focus on manufacturerlsupplier relationships. 
In addition, changing company-specific standard practices and procedures; em- 
ployee development; and managing adverse consequences of change were ad- 

The automofive industry is broadly dressed in the context of customer responsiveness. Due to the fact that the 
roundtables were conducted shortly after some major OEM announcements were 

defined as companies which made about supplier relations, these participants may have overstated the irnpor- 

assemble, manufacture, or supply tmce of such policies. 

the worldwide market far Interviews lasted approximately 90 minutes and the roundtable discussions took 
two to three hours. Care was talcen to ask general questions of all participants and 

passenger cars. specific questions across companies, functions, and organizational level. T h s  
material was then organized by topic and used to support and amplify the survey 
findings. 

Seconda~  Data Researciz: Secondary data and information was obtained through 
a literature and media search addressing current topics related to our inquiry. 

The Industry Defined 
For the purposes of this survey, the automotive industry is broadly defined as those 
companies which assemble, manufacture or supply the worldwide market for 
passenger cars. More specifically, it is defined as follows: 

* An automotive company is defined as one that produces light-duty motor 
vehicles, or raw materials, parts and components that are ultimately incor- 
porated as original equipment in such vehicles. 

Vehicle manufacturers include the traditional Big Three (Chrysler, Ford, 
GM) and the New American Manufacturers (NAMs) which are the North 
American facilities of Japanese and Korean car makers. 

Suppliers are defined as parts or components makers for passenger cars and 
light truckslvans. This segment is composed of independent suppliers, Big 
Three allied or "captive" supplier divisions, and recently established or 
acquired affiliates of traditional foreign suppliers. 
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Over 75 percent of our survey 

Chart 6-I: Survey Respondents by Company Type 
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The survey questionnaire was answered by a total of 242 individuals representing 
president, vice president, director each segment of the industry as defined above. Chart 6-1 shows approximately 80 

percent of the total respondents are independent supplier and Big Three executives. 
and general manager levels. Over 50 responses were obtained from the Big Three vehicle operations and allied 

or "captive" supplier divisions, and about 150 independent supplier executives 
responded. 

Looking at respondent companies by product area in Chart 6-2 shows about half the 
respondents focus their primary products in the areas of powertrains, stamping, and 
materials, and the balance have primay products that span all vehicle subsystems 
ranging from seats and trim to heating, venting, and air conditioning. 

ManufacturerISupplier Pairs 
Supplier companies typically have multiple vehicle manufacturing customers, and 
in our survey, over 1300 manufacturer/supplier pairs are represented. Nearly 70 
percent of these pairs are with Big Three or Big Three-affiliated entities, and the 
balance are with the NAh4s (Clzart 6-3). 

* Suppliers also typically supply multiple products: 72 percent supply OEMs 
more than one product. 

Seventy-four percent supply at least one product to other suppliers. 
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Chart 6-2: Survey Respondeizts by Product Area - 
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Profile of Survey Respondents: Senior Management 
Our key objective with the questionnaire was to elicit views of those closely involved 
in managing and directing the organization as a whole, to gain an accurate 
understanding of what drives management decision making and shapes the industry 
today. Our survey gives a broad functional perspective. As Chart 6-4 shows, over 
75 percent of our survey respondents are at the chief executiveJpresident, executive 
vice president. vice president, director and general manager levels. The remaining 
22 percent are managers and other titles. 

Chart 6-4: Survey Respondents by Organizational Level 

In Chart 6-5, the profile of survey respondents by function shows nearly half of the 
respondents are in general management functions, a reflection of the large percent- 
age of high-ranking executive respondents. Another 25 percent are sales/marketing 
executives, and the balance represent planning, engineering, plant management and 
the "other" category which includes finance, manufacturing, quality, purchasing, 
human resources, and other staff. 

We believe this survey has resulted in a broad, substantial database to support our 
analyses. It has been our objective to draw reports and information from these data 
that go beyond a "taking of the industry's temperature," and provide truly fresh 
perspectives and new insights on even some of the oldest, most troublesome 
challenges. 

The project is designed to help bring into focus what is truly critical now, to provide 
a practical (yet sophisticated) view of future options and actions, and to begin 
building a statistically solid foundation for understanding and creating forward- 
looking, action agendas andgoals to guide automotive companies into theyear2000. 
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Chart 6-5: Suwey Respo~zdents by Function 
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Emsd & Young 
As the leading integrated professional services fim in the United States, Emst & 
Young has distinguished itself through commitment to providing clients with the 
highest level of quality service, In the United States, Emst &Young employs 23,000 
people in over 108 cities; the worldwide organization of Ernsf. & Young has over 
64,008 people in more than 600 offices in 100 countries. 

Emst &Young has extensive experience and world class capabilities in the areas of 
infomation systems and technology. and business performance improvement, in 
addition to worldwide accounting, audit. and tax resources. Our service philosophy 
of enterprise-wide improvement is based on the effective integration of people, 
processes and technology thro~lghout an organization. We support many automo- 
tive companies, particularly in the areas of cost management, total quality manage- 
ment, time-based management, and employee ii~volvement, in t!laeir efforts to 
achieve performance improvement. 

The Offfice for the Study of Automotive Transportation 
The Office for the Study of Automotive Transportation (OSAT), a division of the 
IJniversity of Michigan's Transportation Research Institute, is ithe only U.S. 
university-based research office which solely focuses on the future of the interna- 
tional automotive industry. Through research, publicatiorns, conferences, media 
relations, andinfomation collection, OSATprovidesunbiasedeconomic, business, 
and technical research findings; facilitates coimunication; creates problern-solv- 
ing methods; and serves as an industiy exponent to promote an efficient automotive 
iridustry. 

OSAT is self-supporting through grants from affiliated organizations, sales of its 
research reports and inforrnatio~~. conference fees. and research funded by a variety 
of agencies, corporations, and foundations. 

Ernst & Yououlzg The University ofiWichigan 

Lee A. Sage David E. Cole 
Terrence R. Ozan ,Michael S. Flynn 
Kathleen S . Reichert David J. Andrea 
William R. Tanner Brett C. Smith 
Jeffrey F. Hale Sean P. McAlinden 
Lari Hodkin Jack C. Cragen 
Robin Sadowski 
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The following individuals senred as members of the Car Compnrzj of h e  Fulure 
Advisory Committee. This cornnittee was convened to advise on the study in 
general, and provide comments on the study findings. The contibution of this 
cornattee has been extremely valuable. We acknowledge their contribution to the 
Car Coinpanj ofthe Fufure project, while recognizing their possible reservations 
about some of our findings and analyses. 
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